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Abstract 

 

Background: Cancer is one of the main causes of death globally and early detection of tumors through 
screening is key to preventing morbidity and mortality. However, screening tools only exist for a few 
types of cancers, and so, many cancers go undetected until symptoms appear. New multi-cancer early 
detection (MCED) screening tools are currently being developed and have the potential to be cost-
effective.  

Research Objective: The main objective of this study is to determine the cost-effectiveness of 
including a MCED screening regimen together with existing provincial screening protocols for selected 
cancers that are prevalent in Ontario, Canada, among average risk persons aged 50 – 75 years. The 
selected cancers include breast, colorectal, lung, esophageal, liver, pancreatic, stomach and ovarian. 
The proposed intervention strategy was compared to current standard of care screening strategies for 
these selected types of cancers. 

Methods: Cost-effectiveness was estimated using a cost-utility analysis from a provincial Ministry of 
Health perspective.  To conduct this analysis, a state-transition Markov model representing the 
decision path of both the proposed and existing screening strategies along the natural history of the 
selected types of cancers was implemented. The incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) was 
calculated using data from available literature and the guidelines forwarded by the Canadian Agency 
for Drugs and Technologies in Health (CADTH) for conducting a cost-utility analysis, which included a 
discount rate of 1.5%. To test the robustness of the model, both univariate and probabilistic sensitivity 
analyses were conducted to determine the importance of selected input parameters.   

Results: The analysis demonstrated that the adoption of MCED screening results in more diagnosed 
cases of each type of cancer, even at an earlier stage of disease. This was also associated with fewer 
related deaths compared to the standard of care option. Notwithstanding, the analysis revealed that 
the MCED intervention was not cost-effective (ICER: CAD$143,369 per Quality-adjusted life year 
(QALY)), given a willingness to pay (WTP) threshold of $100,000 per QALY. The model was most 
sensitive to the cost of screening and the level of specificity of the MCED and colorectal cancer 
screening tests. Notwithstanding, the probabilistic sensitivity analyses revealed that the MCED 
intervention strategy was at least 63% preferred to standard of care screening at the willingness to 
pay of $150,000 per QALY for both males and females. 

Contribution: The main contribution of the study is to present and execute a methodological approach 
that can be adopted to test the cost-effectiveness of an MCED tool in the Canadian setting. The model 
is also sufficiently generic that it could be adapted to other jurisdictions, and with consideration for 
increasing the WTP threshold beyond the common $100,000 per QALY limit, given the life-threatening 
nature of cancer, to ensure that MCED interventions are cost-effective. 
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Introduction 

Cancer is one of the main causes of death across the world, accounting for approximately 10 million 

deaths globally in 2020 (Ferlay et al., 2021). Lung, colorectal and breast are the most common types 

of cancers and causes of death, although, prostate, stomach and liver are more common among men, 

while cervical and thyroid cancers are more common among women (International Agency for 

Research on Cancer (IARC), 2020). Furthermore, in referencing Sen et al. 2009, Ahlquist highlighted 

that based on autopsy reports, tumors tend to be present in 7% - 11% of persons 50 – 75 years and 

that cancer may be a related cause of death in 3% - 5% of such persons (Ahlquist, 2018).  

The burden associated with cancer extends beyond individual patient health and has far reaching 

social and economic consequences with respect to financing/health care costs, loss in productivity, 

and other impacts on families and the wider community (CCSAC, 2020; World Health Organization 

(WHO), 2022). Adjustments in modifiable risk factors like avoiding alcohol and tobacco consumption 

and maintaining a healthy diet and exercise are key in limiting the risk of developing cancer and 

mitigating the associated impacts (WHO, 2022). Early screening and detection also play an important 

role in preventing deaths by identifying and successfully treating precancerous lesions and early-stage 

cancers before metastasis occurs. In fact, IARC (2020), estimated that 30%-50% of cancer deaths can 

be avoided with these types of interventions. 

Screening regimens are mainly available to target groups under organized screening programs for 

selected cancers where screening tools are cost-effective and contribute to reducing cancer mortality 

and morbidity (Cossu et al., 2018; Narayan et al., 2017; Tanner et al., 2020).  Organized screening 

programs can either be national or state/province-led programs responsible for screening a particular 

(asymptomatic) population for a specific type of cancer and directing those with positive test results 

to appropriate follow-up clinical investigation and treatment (Dominitz & Levin, 2020; IARC, n.d.). The 

screening tools used under such programs are typically single-organ tests like mammography, 

colonoscopy, Papanicolaou test, and low-dose chest computed tomography that screen for cancers of 

the breast, colorectum, cervix and lungs, respectively (Black et al., 2014; US Preventive Services Task 

Force et al., 2016a, 2016b). Moreover, early screening of average risk groups1 is only available for few 

cancers (colorectal, cervical and breast) in North America (Smith et al., 2019) and this ensures that a 

wider cross section of the population has access to these services. For many other types of cancers, 

 
1 “Average-risk individuals are defined as those not known to be at substantially elevated risk, including those 
without known inherited predisposition, without comorbidities known to increase cancer risk, and without 
previous diagnosis of cancer or pre-cancer” (Marcus et al., 2015). 
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however, early screening tools either do not exist (like for pancreatic and esophageal cancer) or are 

only available to high-risk groups (those with a higher-than-average chance of developing a particular 

type of cancer) as in the case of heavy smokers and lung cancer (Kwong et al., 2021; Siegel et al., 2020) 

or groups with higher risk identified by genetic testing (e.g., ovarian). This often contributes to late-

stage cancer diagnoses at which point treatment options are less likely to be effective (Ahlquist, 2018; 

Smith et al., 2019).  

Even with organized screening programs and screening tests with favourable diagnostic capabilities 

(like colonoscopy), screening participation within eligible groups across several countries is well below 

that which is required for screening benefits, namely, cost-effectiveness and lower mortality to be 

realised (Brouwers et al., 2011; D’Andrea et al., 2019). A minimum screening participation rate of 70% 

is generally recommended for these benefits to materialize. In fact, Cancer Care Ontario proposed a 

minimum uptake of 70% for mammography, while the US Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) 

recommended an uptake rate of at least 65% to 70% for colorectal cancer screening (Brouwers et al., 

2011; USPSTF et al., 2016b). 

Although the purpose of screening is to reduce cancer-related mortality by identifying cancers at a 

more treatable stage, where the chances of survival are notably better, the main challenge to disease 

management is that many cancers are not screened and are instead diagnosed at more advanced 

stages  (Lorenzo et al., 2019; WHO, 2022). This is often the case because of one or more of the 

following factors: the prevalence of each of these cancers in the population is relatively low, screening 

and diagnostic tests are costly and invasive, testing tools are unreliable, screening programs are 

unavailable and screening compliance is low (Hall et al., 2018; Kisiel et al., 2022; Siegel et al., 2020; 

Yeh et al., 2010). Moreover, diagnostic tests are often triggered by the onset of symptoms in cancers 

like pancreatic, ovarian, and esophageal, which are not typically screened, and are diagnosed at points 

where prognoses are unfavorable (Kisiel et al., 2022). Studies have further explained that mortality 

and morbidity associated with cancers are due in part to late diagnoses when tumors have already 

metastasized, and treatment interventions are more expensive and less likely to be successful 

(Ahlquist, 2018; Siegel et al., 2020).  

The challenges associated with unscreened cancers and late diagnoses have, therefore, spurred 

interest and motivated research in early cancer detection. The goal of early cancer screening, 

therefore, is to detect pre-symptomatic localized tumors that have not yet metastasized with the hope 

of increasing the likelihood of successful clinical interventions and reducing mortality (Cohen et al., 

2018; Kwong et al., 2021; Siegel et al., 2020). Given that metastasis and late-stage disease for some 

cancers occur 20 – 30 years on average after the development of neoplastic cells, there is a large 
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window of opportunity to detect cancers while they remain localized (Singhi et al., 2019; Vogelstein 

et al., 2013; Yachida et al., 2012). During this period when the tumor burden is low, medical 

interventions including surgical resection, radiation and immunotherapy are most effective (Siegel et 

al., 2020). In fact, up to 50% of cancers can be cured with appropriate therapies provided that 

metastasis is not radiologically significant (Bozic et al., 2013; Huang et al., 2017; Moertel, 1995). 

However, medical interventions are less curative once distant tumors have formed (Bozic et al., 2013; 

Cohen et al., 2018; Huang et al., 2017).  

Liquid biopsies, especially those using blood samples, have emerged as potential options to screen at 

the population level for multiple types of early-stage cancers, particularly those that are less prevalent, 

and those for which effective early screening tools do not exist (Ahlquist, 2018; Babayan & Pantel, 

2018; Wan et al., 2017). The philosophy that drives multi-cancer early detection (MCED) is to increase 

the number of cancers that can be screened by virtue of a single test, so as to increase the overall 

prevalence of detectable cancers, and thus make the screening tool potentially more cost-effective 

for population-wide use, while ensuring that less prevalent cancers are also screened (Ahlquist, 2018; 

Liu et al., 2020). Ideally, MCED tests are less invasive than conventional single organ screening tools 

and require little patient preparation (Jiao et al., 2022). 

Although technologies for MCED are not yet available for widespread clinical use (Cristiano et al., 

2019), many tools are currently being developed and tested (Jiao et al., 2022; Oxnard et al., 2019). 

Some noteworthy tools that have been recently created include DETECT-A, CancerSEEK, GRAIL-Galleri, 

PanSeer and DELFI (Chen et al., 2020; Cohen, et al., 2018; Cristiano et al., 2019; Lennon et al., 2020; 

Liu., 2020).  These tools rely on assay technologies and machine learning to identify low levels of 

cancer signatures and tumor sites (Chen et al., 2020; Cohen et al., 2018; Cristiano et al., 2019; Lennon 

et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020). Specifically, assays are designed to detect cancer biomarkers and genetic 

mutations from a single draw of blood. 

It is against this backdrop that this study asks the central question of whether including repeated 

MCED screening for selected cancers not currently being screened under organized screening 

programs, together with the current screening regimens for breast and colorectal cancers, would be 

cost-effective in Ontario, Canada, assuming that recommended screening participation rates are 

achieved. As such, the main objectives of this study are to present and execute a pragmatic economic 

evaluation model that can be adopted to test the cost-effectiveness of a hypothetical MCED test in 

the Ontario province of Canada.  
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Cost-effectiveness is an economic evaluation method used to assess the trade offs between the cost 

and effect of an intervention relative to a reference strategy (CADTH, 2017). This analysis is useful to 

inform decisions on whether certain health interventions are worth pursuing based on indicators of 

health and available budgetary resources that are measured against a predetermined willingness to 

pay threshold (CADTH, 2017). In Canada, the Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies in Health 

(CADTH) has provided a framework of best practices to conduct economic evaluations, and this 

framework is adopted in this present study. Specifically, this study estimates cost-effectiveness using 

a cost-utility analysis that uses quality-adjusted life-years as the measure of utility associated with the 

intervention and reference strategies. 

Furthermore, this study builds on the foundational work of Lipscomb et al. in exploring a new 

methodological approach to assessing the cost-effectiveness of a MCED tool. Lipscomb et al. examined 

the cost-effectiveness of one-time screening of a generic MCED tool using a decision tree analysis for 

three broad sets of hypothetical cancers (Lipscomb et al., 2022). This current research, however, 

proposes the use of more realistic and complex decision modelling techniques by incorporating 

Markov models and repeated screening of an average risk group, i.e., persons 50 - 75 years, as well as 

incorporating existing organized screening programs. Generally, this type of work is crucial in 

determining whether such tools can be incorporated into the clinical workup of cancer detection and 

care, even though many of these tools are still in early stages of development and are not yet available 

on a commercial scale. Furthermore, results from investigations of this nature will ultimately 

determine key parameters which will impact cost, health outcomes and overall cost-effectiveness of 

MCED screening (Etzioni et al., 2022; Jiao et al., 2022).  
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Literature Review & Background 

There is a strong association between early screening and detection of cancers and the likelihood of 

survival with appropriate clinical interventions, especially for cancers with lower prevalence and 

higher mortality rates (Ahlquist 2018, Crosswell et al. 2010, Siegel et al. 2020). Unfortunately, many 

people who die from cancer are already symptomatic and are diagnosed only after the disease has 

spread from its original site to other parts of the body. Early screening is therefore seen as one strategy 

to limit mortality and morbidity associated with cancer, as medical interventions are more likely to be 

effective before metastasis has occurred (Brenner 2016, André et al. 2016). In fact, Hubbell et al. 

(2021) estimated that cancer-related deaths could be lowered by 26% with early screening and 

appropriate clinical care. 

The current paradigm of cancer screening focuses primarily on cost-effective methods of single-organ 

screening of average risk adults under organized population-based screening programs (Kisiel et al., 

2022); where average risk persons are defined as “those not known to be at substantially elevated risk, 

including those without known inherited predisposition, without comorbidities known to increase 

cancer risk, and without previous diagnosis of cancer or pre-cancer” (Marcus et al., 2015). Moreover, 

population-based cancer screening programmes are designed to detect cancers at an earlier stage 

among eligible persons, where eligibility is defined by patient characteristics, like age, sex and risk of 

developing disease (Sivaram et al., 2018). What makes these programs organized is the fact that they 

are managed and financed by a central body (Dominitz & Levin, 2020). 

By definition, organized screening programs are either national or state/province-led programs with 

a clear mandate and requisite resources (human resources, infrastructure and screening tools) to 

screen a particular (asymptomatic) population for a specific type of cancer and to direct those with 

positive test results to appropriate follow-up testing and treatment (Dominitz & Levin, 2020; IARC, 

n.d.). Generally, the target group, the frequency with which eligible persons should be screened, and 

the tests used for screening form an integral part of the recommendation for screening.  

The main types of cancers for which single-organ population-based screening is generally available are 

breast, cervical and colorectal (Kisiel et al., 2021). In the US specifically, screening for cancers of the 

breast, cervix, colorectum, and prostate is recommended by the American Cancer Society for average 

risk individuals because these types of cancers have sufficiently high prevalence rates to warrant 

population-level screening with existing detection tools (Smith et al., 2019). These tools range from 

colonoscopy for colorectal cancer, mammography for breast cancer, and pap smears for cervical 

cancer (Smith et al., 2019). Annual low dose computed tomography (LDCT) is recommended to screen 
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those with an elevated risk for lung cancer based on age and smoking history criteria (Smith et al., 

2019). 

On the other hand, for many other types of cancers, like pancreatic, ovarian and esophageal cancer, 

population-wide early screening is seldom conducted and not recommended because of low 

prevalence of disease, costly and unreliable screening tools, and issues related to availability and 

access to such tools (Ahlquist, 2018; Kisiel et al., 2022; Siegel et al., 2020). Consequently, these cancers 

are often detected at more advanced stages of diseases where symptoms are present, metastasis has 

occurred, and curative interventions are less likely to be successful (Ahlquist, 2018; Howlader et al., 

2014).  

However, in many cases where screening strategies are available, they are often recommended for 

high-risk persons or when symptoms appear. This is commonly referred to as opportunistic/risk-based 

screening where persons at higher-than-average risk of developing certain types of cancers that are 

less common among the general population are targeted for screening (Lorenzo et al., 2019). These 

risks include familial history of cancer, specific germline mutations, smoking history, ethnicity and 

geographical location (Brentnall et al., 1999; Lorenzo et al., 2019; Poruk et al., 2013). Persons with one 

or a combination of these risk factors are usually encouraged to undergo screening or routine 

monitoring under surveillance programs for pancreatic, lung and liver cancers, respectively (Kwong et 

al., 2021). As an example, opportunistic screening for lung cancer is provided for high-risk persons of 

55-74 years who currently smoke or quit within the last 15 years and have a smoking history of at least 

30 pack-years (CTFPHC, 2016). Generally, with opportunistic screening, tests are administered on the 

request of the patient and/or doctor depending on the presentation of symptoms and/or lifestyle 

(Lorenzo et al., 2019).  

One key benefit of risk-based screening is that it allows for greater flexibility in screening regimens, as 

screening can be personalized according to individual patient risks and characteristics (Khan et al., 

2021; Trentham-Dietz et al., 2016). Furthermore, the decision to undergo screening can be initiated 

either by the request of the patient or health professional. This is referred to as opportunistic 

screening (Dominitz & Levin, 2020). However, the challenge with this approach to screening is that it 

eludes those in the wider population who may also harbor disease, and where the incidence of deaths 

may also be high (Ahlquist, 2018; Kisiel et al., 2022).  

Ahlquist (2018) noted other challenges of single-organ screening including those related to integrating 

the screening process into the clinical flow of cancer care, low screening compliance, low adherence 

to standard of care, and high screening and logistical costs. With respect to compliance with cancer 
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screening protocols, researchers have consistently reported low and variable levels (Cossu et al., 2018; 

Narayan et al., 2017). Sauer et al, in particular, reported a 42% rate of completion for screening of 

colorectal, breast and cervical cancers based on a national health interview survey in the US (Sauer et 

al., 2018). Additionally, Ahlquist (2018) suggested that single organ screening tends to be less efficient 

and less cost-effective for cancers with low prevalence in the population. Furthermore, even when 

approved screening methods are cost-effective as measured by willingness to pay, absolute cost can 

still be exorbitant (Ladabaum, 2020; Rim et al., 2019).  

The limitations of single-organ screening mentioned above, along with the absence of organized 

screening programs for many types of cancers, have motivated research into early cancer screening 

and detection in order to reduce the health and economic burdens associated with malignancies. The 

goal of early screening is to shift the time of diagnosis of cancers to an earlier stage of disease 

compared to what would occur without organized screening or with opportunistic screening only 

(IARC, 2020). This is commonly known as ‘stage-shift’ and it is expected to shift the stage-distribution 

of diagnosed cancers away from more severe cases to more treatable, earlier stages (Connor et al., 

1989; Hackshaw et al., 2021). As such, more cancers would be detected at Stage I, rather than Stage 

II; or at Stage II rather than Stage III, and so on; ultimately, shifting the stage of diagnosis from IV to I–

III (Hackshaw et al., 2021; Lipscomb et al., 2022). Connor et al. (1989) further explained that “the stage 

at diagnosis is shifted from one stage to the next lower one or the stage of diagnosis is unchanged but 

the cancer is diagnosed earlier in the stage,” in distinguishing between internal and external stage-

shift. Generally, the consequence of this is a reduction in the incidence of advanced diagnoses as more 

cancers are detected when the tumor burden is more manageable, with the hope of increasing the 

likelihood of successful clinical interventions and reducing mortality (Cohen al., 2018; Kwong et al., 

2021; Siegel et al., 2020). 

As an alternative paradigm, universal cancer screening is a new approach (to cancer screening) that 

seeks to address the issues surrounding single-organ screening by offering a more cost-effective, 

broad-scope screening tool aimed at increasing patient participation and improving diagnostic 

performance (Ahlquist, 2018; Etzioni et al., 2022; Kisiel et al., 2022). With this approach to screening, 

multiple types of cancers are interrogated using a single tool that examines samples from the 

circulatory or excretory systems (Ahlquist, 2018). To this end, samples of blood, urine, stool, saliva and 

expired breath are tested for tumor materials. Also, critical to universal cancer screening is the ability 

to identify the location of tumors at an early stage to increase the chances of survival with appropriate 

medical intervention (Ahlquist, 2018; Etzioni et al., 2022).  
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Currently, tools for early screening of multiple cancers are in the experimental phase and are mainly 

based on technologies used for liquid biopsies (Kisiel et al., 2022). This, however, has its limitations as 

the technology was originally designed to detect developed tumors and not tumor precursors (Kisiel 

et al., 2021). In this respect, researchers agree that more effort is needed to improve the diagnostic 

performance of new technologies to ensure greater accuracy in cancer detection, especially at earlier 

stages (Ahlquist, 2018; Kisiel et al., 2022; Kwong et al., 2021). This would ultimately determine 

whether these tools can be integrated in the clinical pathway of cancer care and be adopted for 

population-wide use (Ahlquist, 2018; Kisiel et al., 2022).  

Notwithstanding, liquid biopsies, especially those using blood samples, have emerged as potential 

options to screen for multiple types of early-stage cancers at the population level, particularly those 

that are less prevalent, and those for which effective early screening tools do not exist (Ahlquist, 2018; 

Babayan & Pantel, 2018; Wan et al., 2017).  In fact, the MCED tests that have been developed are 

typically based on the same technology used to carry out liquid biopsies. Furthermore, the philosophy 

that drives multi-cancer early detection (MCED) is to increase the number of cancers that can be 

screened by virtue of a single test, so as to increase the overall prevalence of detectable cancers, and 

thus make the screening tool potentially more cost-effective for population-wide use, while ensuring 

that less prevalent cancers are also screened (Ahlquist, 2018; Liu et al., 2020). Ideally, MCED tests are 

less invasive than conventional single organ screening tools and require little patient preparation (Jiao 

et al., 2022). 

Liquid biopsies were originally designed as investigative tools to inform treatment options, 

surveillance and prognoses of cancers that have already been diagnosed (CADTH 2019). They are 

minimally invasive tests that detect cancer material in body fluids like blood and urine (Canadian 

Cancer Society, 2017). Specifically, assays are used to identify cancer cells and genetic mutations in 

existing tumors. Furthermore, compared to tissue biopsies (where samples of tumors are collected 

and investigated to establish diagnosis), liquid biopsies are typically less expensive and involve less 

risky procedures to collect samples (Canadian Cancer Society, 2017).  

Although in its infancy, the application of liquid biopsy in early cancer screening and detection has the 

potential to revolutionize oncology and cancer diagnostics (Babayan & Pantel, 2018; Wan et al., 2017). 

Scientists are currently developing new technologies to screen for multiple cancers using a single test 

for which tumors can be detected at very early stages of development; and especially for those where 

screening tools do not exist. This also opens new opportunities for early diagnosis of some cancers 

(like lung cancer and pancreatic cancer) where most diagnoses are made at later stages of disease 

(Canadian Cancer Society, 2017).  
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Focus has primarily been on developing minimally invasive blood-based liquid biopsy tools with higher 

levels of sensitivity and specificity to detect and locate tumors (Kisiel et al. 2021). More recent 

screening tools worth mentioning include CancerSEEK (an evolution of a previous test, DETECT-A), 

GRAIL-Galleri, PanSeer and DELFI (Chen et al., 2020; Cohen et al., 2018; Cristiano et al., 2019; Lennon 

et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020). Although these tools differ, they share common features. Firstly, they 

test for early-stage cancer by applying techniques that check for mutation in cfDNA (Chen et al., 2020; 

Cohen et al., 2018; Cristiano et al., 2019; Lennon et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020). Some tools (CancerSEEK 

and DELFI) also incorporate assays to detect biomarkers in blood samples to further increase 

sensitivity. Even though each tool evaluates a different subset of cancers, all the ones listed above are 

all able to detect colorectal, ovarian and lung cancer. In total, DETECT-A (an earlier version of 

CancerSEEK) evaluated 10 cancers while CancerSEEK and DELFI evaluated 8 and 7 cancers, respectively 

(Cohen et al., 2018; Cristiano et al., 2019; Lennon et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020). GRAIL-Galleri, however, 

was designed to detect 50 different types of cancers (Lui et al., 2020). CancerSEEK can potentially 

detect significantly more types of cancers than that noted above, but published results of this are still 

not available. Furthermore, to identify the location of tumors, tools have applied machine learning 

(Cohen et al., 2018, Cristiano et al., 2019), confirmatory tests (Lennon et al., 2020) and other 

mechanisms to classify different types of cancers and establish an official diagnosis (Lui et al., 2020). 

Notwithstanding the advances of liquid biopsy in early cancer detection, the widespread use of these 

technologies in clinical settings is yet to materialize, especially at the population level (CADTH, 2019; 

Jiao et al., 2022). More rigorous validation, and improved diagnostic performance, are required before 

clinical application is possible (CADTH, 2019; Etzioni et al., 2022; Kisiel et al., 2022). Further 

improvements are also needed to improve detection of early-stage tumors, even at the precancerous 

stage, and the location of such lesions to ultimately inform clinical follow-up for patients (Kwong et 

al., 2021).  

Generally, proponents of universal cancer screening argue that the foundation of this approach to 

cancer screening is based on the principles of biology and epidemiology (Ahlquist, 2018; Hoadley et 

al., 2018; Kang et al., 2017). The biological principle argues that tumor markers share a similar 

biological process, i.e., they all shed contents into the circulatory systems even though markers may 

differ for a given type of cancer and even among various forms of cancers (Ahlquist, 2018; Kisiel et al., 

2022).  This common feature of the morphology of cancer has motivated scientists to further explore 

the application of tumor marker technology to detect early-stage cancer (Kisiel et al., 2022). To this 

end, single biopsy tests using assays and methylation have been proposed to identify tumor materials, 

including biomarkers such as cfDNA, cfRNA and ctDNA, across multiple types of cancers.  
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Using the principles of epidemiology, aggregating the prevalence of various forms of cancers based on 

multi-organ clusters or even the universe of cancers, has the potential benefit of making universal 

screening more cost-effective as the number of persons needed to be screened (NNS) to detect a 

positive case would be significantly lower than with single-organ screening, especially for less common 

cancers (Ahlquist, 2018; Kisiel et al., 2022). Screening strategies for individual cancers are often not 

cost-effective when the prevalence of the cancer in the wider population is relatively low. To further 

demonstrate, Ahlquist (2018) estimated that the NNS is notably higher for less prevalent individual 

cancers like esophageal cancer (1,000 persons) and stomach cancer (833 persons); and it reduces 

markedly when pan-gastrointestinal cancers (83 persons) or even the universe of cancers (33 persons) 

are screened. Relatedly, with universal screening, the likelihood that a person presents with cancer 

given a positive test result increases as multiple cancers are interrogated using a single test, 

irrespective of the level of the test’s specificity. It is therefore in this light that Ahlquist (2018) 

described universal screening as more logical and inclusive compared to the traditional single organ 

approach. 

Notwithstanding its benefits, there are a number of factors to consider in developing a universal 

cancer screening test suitable for population-wide application. These include defining the parameters 

of universal screening and the diagnostic capabilities of the screening tool itself. 

In spite of its name, – universal cancer screening - researchers acknowledge that a single blood test 

will not be able to detect the ‘universe’ of cancers as some cancers, including skin cancer, leukaemia 

and cancers of the central nervous system, are less likely to be detected through such a medium (Kisiel 

et al., 2022). Instead, multi-cancer Blood Test (MCBT) or multi-cancer Early Detection (MCED) are 

more appropriate terms to describe the screening of multiple or a subset of different types of cancers 

from one test. In fact, given that several types of cancers undergo the same form of gene mutation, 

scientists face the critical decision of selecting which group of cancers to include in an individual test 

(Jiao et al., 2022).  To this end, the inclusion and exclusion criteria for cancers in a multi-cancer 

screening test can be guided by screening priorities. For example, tests may target cancers that are 

more prevalent, those associated with higher mortality rates, those for which screening and detection 

rates are low, or those for which the chance of survival improves with early detection and treatment 

(Kisiel et al., 2022). Additionally, screening may be done along connected organs that follow a common 

route through which biomarkers may flow, like in the case of the gastrointestinal tract and the female 

reproductive system (Ahlquist, 2018). 

Critical to the population-wide adoption of a multi-cancer early detection (MCED) screening tool is its 

diagnostic performance with respect to sensitivity, specificity and its ability to correctly identify the 
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location of tumors (Etzioni et al., 2022; Kisiel et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2020). Tests that perform favorably 

with respect to these criteria are more likely to be incorporated into the clinical pathway of cancer 

care because they are less likely to produce false positive and false negative results, thus minimizing 

undesirable outcomes including overdiagnosis, overtreatment, diagnostic odyssey and unnecessary 

anxiety associated with an incorrect test result (Kisiel et al., 2022; Kwong et al., 2021). Further 

research, however, is needed to validate the diagnostic performance of existing early detection tools 

before they can be fully integrated into the clinical flow of cancer screening and diagnostics (Etzioni 

et al., 2022; Jiao et al., 2022).  

The sensitivity of a MCED test measures the probability of a positive test result given that a person 

has cancer. High sensitivity indicates that a test is more likely to accurately detect cancer materials 

from a particular medium. This is important because those who harbor tumors and precancerous 

lesions can be identified and directed through appropriate clinical pathways.  An effective MCBT 

should, therefore, be able to detect early-stage neoplasm when clinical intervention is less invasive 

and outcomes are typically more favourable (Kisiel et al., 2022).  

However, detecting precancerous materials using liquid biopsy technologies has its own challenges 

(Cohen et al., 2018; Kisiel et al., 2022). Specifically, Cohen and colleagues explained that cancers with 

less than one mutant molecule per millilitre of plasma are undetectable by most screening tools 

(Cohen et al., 2018).  To address this problem, emerging technologies have focussed on improving 

sensitivity by incorporating different assays to screen for various tumor contents at low levels (Cohen 

et al., 2018; Kwong et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2020). To this end, tests for protein biomarkers and ctDNA 

are typically combined to boost a tool’s sensitivity. In spite of these attempts, the sensitivity of many 

screening tools is either variable or low. Etzioni et al. (2021) explained that this variability is on account 

of the type of technology employed in developing the test, the type of cancer being screened and the 

stage of each cancer. For example, sensitivity ranges from an average of 33% for breast cancer to an 

average of 98% for ovarian cancer with CancerSEEK (Cohen et al., 2018) while sensitivity ranges 

between 57% and 99%, on average, for cancers for which the DELFI test was designed to detect 

(Cristiano et al., 2019). 

With lower sensitivity, a screening test would detect fewer cancers and produce more false negative 

results. One consequence of this is that persons may be less likely to participate in follow-up standard 

of care procedures in the face of a negative test result believing that they are cancer-free even if 

symptoms appear (Lui et al. 2020, Kisiel 2021). Lui et al. (2020), however, argued that at least 

moderate sensitivity is acceptable for a MCBT as it would detect more cases of cancer than a single 

organ test which has high sensitivity.  
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Another important component of the diagnostic performance of an MCED test is its specificity. This 

measures the probability that a person without disease tests negative. High specificity is a prerequisite 

for population-level screening as it minimizes the number of false positive results along with 

subsequent outcomes like patient anxiety, diagnostic odyssey, overdiagnosis and overtreatment 

(Cohen et al., 2018; Etzioni et al., 2022; Kisiel et al., 2022; Lennon et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020). Persons 

with false positive test results are unnecessarily channelled through clinical pathways that tend to be 

costly and invasive in order to confirm diagnoses (Cohen et al., 2018; Etzioni et al., 2022; Kisiel et al., 

2022; Lennon et al., 2020).   This problem is compounded in cases where cancers are benign and do 

not progress to critical states (Etzioni et al., 2021). In this vein, a test’s specificity should distinguish 

between benign and malignant tumors (Etzioni et al., 2022; Kwong et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2020).  

Yet another vital element of an effective screening tool is its ability to identify the location of tumors. 

Liquid biopsy alone, however, is limited in its ability to locate tissue of origin in mutation-based assays 

as the mutation process is common across many types of cancers (Cohen et al., 2018). Complementary 

approaches are, therefore, required to confirm the location of lesions.  To this end, positron emission 

tomography - computerized tomography scans (PET-CT scans) and machine learning have proven to 

be instructive in locating tumors, especially in the CancerSEEK tests (Ahlquist, 2018; Cohen et al., 2018; 

Etzioni et al., 2022; Kisiel et al., 2022). More importantly, correctly locating the tissue of origin ensures 

more accurate detection, avoids diagnostic odyssey and informs the direction of clinical follow-up in 

light of a positive test result (Etzioni et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2020).  

Even with favorable diagnostic capabilities, how an MCBT fits into the flow of cancer care is critical in 

defining the clinical pathway from detection to diagnosis to treatment (Kisiel et al., 2022). This begins 

with recognizing the difference between screening tests and diagnostic tests and acknowledging that 

MCBTs are designed to complement existing standard of care procedures rather than replace them 

(Etzioni et al., 2022; Kisiel et al., 2022; Lennon et al., 2020; Lipscomb et al., 2022). 

It should be noted that a positive result from an initial screening test is not indicative of an official 

diagnosis. Rather, follow-up tests are required to confirm the initial screening results and to establish 

clinical diagnoses. The most common confirmatory tests are tissue biopsies and positron emission 

tomography - computer tomography (PET-CT) scans (CADTH, 2019). PET-CT scans are whole body 

imaging cancer diagnostic tools used to locate and confirm positive results from an initial cancer 

screening (Kisiel et al., 2022; Lennon et al., 2020). Although this tool has high sensitivity for detecting 

and locating early-stage cancers, and has FDA approval, scans expose patients to radiation levels 

beyond that which is standard (Lennon et al., 2020; Sachelarie et al., 2005; Schöder & Gönen, 2007).  
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On the other hand, tissue biopsy, which involves sampling of tissues/cells to determine the existence 

of and extent of disease, also has its inherent challenges. For example, some tumors are not easily 

accessible because of their location, as in the case of some lung cancers where some tumors may 

remain in the inner lining of the lung, making it difficult to access and sample for further testing 

(Siravegna et al., 2017). Additionally, tissue biopsies are generally invasive and can result in 

complications such as bleeding and cell seeding (el Achi et al., 2019). Cell seeding can occur during the 

process of tissue collection as tumor cells are displaced and circulate throughout the body, posing 

further problems for the patient by inducing metastasis. Moreover, considering the variability in the 

evolution of tumors, tissue biopsies may not be the most efficient diagnostic tool when metastasis has 

occurred, as biopsies must be repeated to evaluate prognosis (Siravegna et al., 2017). Furthermore, 

given that tissue biopsies are performed on fully developed tumors, their use in detecting earlier stage 

neoplasia is limited when tumor signatures are low (Canadian Cancer Society, 2017). 

In considering the complementary role of MCED screening, MCED screening tests can be added to the 

current screening protocols of existing screening programs as a preliminary scan for a subset of 

prevalent cancers which can then trigger further cancer-specific screening and diagnostic work-up 

when there is an initial positive screening result. This can therefore be applied in the case where 

screening programs already exist like for colorectal, breast, cervical and lung cancer. This 

complementary role is supported by the fact that although MCED screening is designed to be less 

invasive, and would likely generate greater uptake than the currently available cancer screening 

programs, existing tools tend to be less effective at detecting precancerous lesions compared to tests 

for colorectal and breast cancer, for example. Nonetheless, MCED screening could prove 

advantageous in population-based lung cancer screening since the typical target group is more 

restricted and based on age and smoking history eligibility criteria.  

Further to this, MCED also offers an opportunity to screen cancers that have a low prevalence in the 

wider population and those that lack cost-effective screening tools. Its utility is dependent on the 

prevalence of disease, the natural history of individual cancers, lifestyle, environmental risk factors, 

available therapeutics, the cost-effectiveness of the interventions and the target population (Etzioni 

et al., 2022; Kisiel et al., 2022).  

Notwithstanding the advancements in MCED tests, researchers agree that more work is needed to 

validate the impact of MCED on early cancer screening and clinical outcomes, in order to justify 

adoption at the population-level (Etzioni et al., 2022; Jiao et al., 2022). While both retrospective and 

prospective studies can be identified from the literature, these types of research are not sufficiently 
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extensive with the necessary scientific evidence to support the inclusion of MCED screening into the 

clinical path of cancer care.   

Retrospective studies report on cases of cancer that have already been diagnosed and are both 

symptomatic and at more advanced stages (Kisiel et al., 2022). Noteworthy retrospective studies 

identified in the literature include Cohen et al. (2018) and Cristiano et al. (2019), where the diagnostic 

performance of the respective MCED tests (CancerSEEK and DELFI) was evaluated on their ability to 

detect already diagnosed cases of cancer. The challenges with such studies are that the level of 

sensitivity of the screening test tends to be overestimated and the control groups are often not 

representative of the target population, which in turn influences the test’s specificity (Cohen et al., 

2018; Kisiel et al., 2022; Lennon et al., 2020). Cohen et al. (2018) further acknowledged that existing 

studies lacked large healthy control groups which they explained is vital for evaluating the specificity 

of screening tests. 

To address the challenges of retrospective studies described above, prospective studies and 

randomized trials offer alternative approaches as they investigate screening of cancers in undiagnosed 

asymptomatic individuals as opposed to interrogating those who already have been diagnosed with 

disease (Etzioni et al., 2022; Kisiel et al., 2022; Lennon et al., 2020). Although the level of sensitivity of 

a test for such a group is expected to be lower than for those with diagnosed cancer, it would more 

accurately reflect the diagnostic parameters of the screening tool in a real-world setting (Etzioni et al., 

2022; Kisiel et al., 2022; Lennon et al., 2020). Interventional studies are also equally important in 

assessing the impact of screening tests on clinical follow up and determining whether MCED tests can 

reduce cancer deaths and other related burdens (Lennon et al., 2020).  

Published prospective studies identified from the literature include Lennon et al. (2020), Chen et al. 

(2020), and Liu et al. (2020). Lennon et al was a prospective interventional study with approximately 

10,000 participants designed to determine whether an MCED test can be incorporated into the clinical 

work up of cancer care by detecting cancers not typically screened and directing patients with positive 

screening results to appropriate care that would lead to more desirable health outcomes (Lennon et 

al., 2020). In the case of Liu et al., a prospective case-control design was adopted to interrogate 6,689 

participants for cancer signals using an MCED test that eventually detected over 50 types of cancers 

(Liu et al., 2020). Meanwhile, in Chen et al.’s longitudinal prospective study, 605 asymptomatic 

participants were followed over a 4-year period during which they were screened using an MCED test 

and ultimately 5 types of cancers were detected, namely colorectal, esophageal, liver, lung and 

stomach (Chen et al., 2020). 
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Three forthcoming prospective studies worth mentioning, albeit from GRAIL, LLC, are STRIVE 

[NCT03085888], SUMMIT [NCT03934866] and PATHFINDER [NCT04241796]. The first two studies 

generally seek to validate MCED screening in detecting multiple types of cancers at an earlier stage, 

and results from both studies are expected in 2025 and 2030, respectively (Janes et al., 2019; M. Liu 

et al., 2017). Likewise, the results from the PATHFINDER study [NCT04241796] - a perspective, 

longitudinal, interventional (clinical trial) which aims to evaluate the impacts of including MCED 

screening in the clinical path of cancer diagnosis – is expected in 2026 (Nadauld et al., 2021). The 

outcomes from the aforementioned studies would no doubt be instructive in building the knowledge 

base on the utility of MCED testing and in determining whether this form of screening can in be 

integrated into the clinic pathway of cancer detection and treatment.   

Ultimately, the integration of an MCED test into the clinical pathway of cancer care would depend on 

whether it is cost-effective. While extensive research in this area is lacking, two recent studies are 

worth mentioning, namely, Lipscomb et al. (2022) and Tafazzoli et al. (2022). Lipscomb et al. (2022) is 

a seminal piece that investigated the cost-effectiveness of a generic MCED using a decision tree model. 

While these authors found the MCED test to be cost-effective in screening for three groups of 

hypothetical cancers, they explained that the purpose of the analysis was purely illustrative and not 

designed to provide a definitive assessment of cost-effectiveness. Tafazzoli et al. (2022), on the other 

hand, followed with a more detailed state-transition model with an integrated decision tree to 

measure clinical and economic outcomes of MCED screening for 19 types of cancers in the US 

population among persons 50-79 years of age from a third-party perspective. This study focused on 

estimating the maximum price of the MCED test that can be charged given a willingness to pay of 

US$100,000 per Quality-adjusted life year (QALY). This price was estimated at US$1,196. 

Notwithstanding the invaluable contributions of these studies to the literature on cost-effectiveness 

of MCED screening, further work is needed in this area to better inform policy makers on these 

matters. 

 

MCED tests 

The thrust towards early cancer screening and detection in the hope of improving long term clinical 

outcomes has motivated research into developing new cancer screening tools aimed at identifying 

precancerous lesions and early-stage tumors. This has resulted in the development of a number of 

liquid biopsy-based screening tools which interrogate blood samples for cfDNA in order to identify 

multiple types of cancers. Some of the more recent screening tools include, CancerSEEK, GRAIL-Galleri, 

PanSeer and DELFI (Chen et al., 2020; Cohen et al., 2018; Cristiano et al., 2019; Lennon et al., 2020; 
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Liu et al., 2020). While these MCED tools are neither available for widespread clinical use nor have 

approval from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), they are indicators of the advancements 

made thus far in multi-cancer screening. 2 

The capacity of each of the aforementioned test differs in terms of diagnostic performance, the subset 

of cancers they can detect, and the procedure used to locate tumors. While each test was designed 

to detect different subsets of cancers, some cancers are commonly detected, including, colorectal, 

ovarian and lung cancer. See Tables 1 and 2 for a comparison of the selected MCED screening tests. 

These tests also use very different methods to locate tumor. For example, DETECT-A, which is the 

predecessor of CancerSeek, was designed to identify multiple types of cancers with the help of PET-

CT imaging to locate tumor sites (Lennon et al., 2020). In a similar fashion, PanSeer was engineered to 

distinguish between tumor and non-tumor DNA, but follow-up testing is required to identify the 

location of tumors. Meanwhile, DELFI, CancerSEEK and GRAIL-Galleri utilize machine learning 

techniques to locate the origin of cancer tissues.  

It therefore follows that a comparison of the performance of the aforementioned MCED tests must 

be done in the context of the study designs in which they were employed to evaluate the sensitivity 

and specificity of each test. On that note, it should be reiterated that while prospective studies are 

preferred to retrospective studies to more accurately determine the performance of MCED tests 

under real world conditions, the diagnostic performance of the tests will be less favourable in these 

types of studies because the incidence of cancer cases tend to be notable smaller. For example, the 

DETECT-A test, which is an earlier version of CancerSEEK, interrogated 10 types of cancer in a 

prospective, interventional study of 100,006 cancer-free women aged 65-75 years using diagnostic 

PET-CT to inform an official diagnosis and tissue of origin, had estimated levels of sensitivity and 

specificity of 15.6% and 99.6%, respectively (Lennon et al., 2020). In contrast, in the follow-up 

CancerSEEK study, Cohen et al., interrogated 8 types of cancers in a retrospective investigation of 

1,005 patients already diagnosed with either stage I to III cancer who had not yet been administered 

neo-adjuvant chemotherapy. Unlike its earlier iteration which accounted for a complete diagnostic 

work-up by incorporating a PET-CT scan to identify tissue of origin, the CancerSEEK test as described 

by Cohen et al. relied on machine learning techniques to locate tumors (Cohen et al., 2018). The 

recorded sensitivity and specificity of this test in this study were 70% (median) and 99.14%, 

respectively. 

 
2 The GRAIL-Galleri test, however, has FDA Breakthrough Device Designation, which makes the test available to 
eligible persons. 
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Further evidence of prospective studies producing less favourable diagnostic results, particularly levels 

of sensitivity, can be gleaned from Table 1. For example, the MCED tests in the two prospective 

studies, Lennon et al. and Klein et al., produced sensitivity levels of 15.6% and 51.5%, respectively 

(Klein et al., 2021; Lennon et al., 2020); although when fewer cancers (12 cancers) were interrogated 

in the Klein et al study, sensitivity improved to 76.4% (Klein et al., 2021).3 Conversely, in the case of 

the retrospective studies, Cohen et al., Cristiano et al. and Chen et al., the recorded levels of sensitivity 

were notably higher, 70%, 73% and 95%, respectively . 

The CancerSEEK test was selected as the stylized MCED test in this study because it can detect a 

reasonable number of cancers with a favorable degree of accuracy with respect to sensitivity and 

specificity. Specifically, in the research by Cohen et al, the test was used to detect eight types of 

cancers, namely, breast, colorectal, esophageal, liver, lung, ovarian, pancreatic and stomach; although 

it can potentially detect several more types of cancers. According to these researchers, these types of 

cancers were selected because they are common in Western societies (which includes Canada) and 

they have far-reaching impacts for personal and public health (Cohen et al., 2018).  

 
 
Table 1  Description of selected MCED tools 
 

 

 

 
3 The subset of cancers includes anal, bladder, colorectal, esophageal, head and neck, liver/bile-duct, lung, 
lymphoma, ovarian, pancreatic, plasma cell neoplasm and stomach. 

 Multi-cancer Early Detect Tool 

 DETECT-A CancerSEEK GRAIL-Galleri DELFI PanSeer 

Types of 
cancers 
interrogated 

10 8 >50 7 5 

Sensitivity 15.6% 70% 51.5% 73% 95% 

Specificity 99.6% 99.14% 99.5% 98% 96% 

      

Tissue of 
origin 

N/A 63% 88.9% 61% N/A 

 
Type of study 
 

 
Prospective, 
interventional 

 
Retrospective, 
case-control 

 
Prospective, 
case-control, 
observational 

 
Retrospective, 
case-control 

 
Retrospective 

Source:  Lennon et al. 
2020 

Cohen et al. 
2018 

Klein et al. 
2021 

Cristiano et al. 
2019 
 

Chen et al. 
2020 
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Table 2 Screening tests and cancers detected 

 Multi-cancer Early Detection Tools 

Cancer type DETECT-A1 CancerSEEK GRAIL-
Galleri1 

DELFI PanSeer 

Lung  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  

Colorectal ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  

Ovary ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓   

Liver/bile 
duct  

 ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  

Stomach  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  

Pancreas  ✓  ✓  ✓   

Breast ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓   

Esophagus  ✓  ✓   ✓  

Source: Lennon et al. 2020, Cohen et al. 2018, Klein et al. 2021, Cristiano et al. 2019, Chen et al. 
2020. 
1The full lists of cancers interrogated by DETECT-A and GRAIL-Galleri are provided in Appendix A and 
B. 

 

 

Cancer in Canada  

In Canada, cancer accounted for 28.2% of total deaths in 2019 (Canadian Cancer Statistics Advisory 

Committee in collaboration with the Canadian Cancer Society, 2021). In fact, 23.4% of Canadians are 

expected to die from cancer with the majority of deaths (96%) to occur among persons 50 years and 

older (CCSAC, 2021). Lung, colorectal, pancreatic, breast and prostate cancers contribute to 

approximately 55% of all cancer deaths in the country, with lung cancer in particular accounting for a 

quarter of all cancer deaths in Canada (CCSAC, 2020). Between 2000 and 2018, the number of cancer 

deaths increased by 29.2% from over 62,000 deaths to approximately 81,000 deaths (Statistics 

Canada, 2022). Moreover, deaths are projected to increase further to 84,600 in 2021 (CCSAC, 2021). 

Although the number of deaths continue to increase, the associated mortality rate has declined over 

the last 7 years from 216.9 deaths per 100,000 in 2014 to 213.1 deaths per 100,000 in 2020 (Statistics 

Canada, 2022). This trend can be credited to improved strategies for screening and detection and 

general cancer care (CCSAC, 2021).  

Like the trend in cancer mortality, the most diagnosed cancers are lung, breast, colorectal and prostate 

cancers, and they account for over 50% of all newly diagnosed cases in Canada (CCSAC, 2021). 

Moreover, approximately 90% of these cases occur among persons at least 50 years of age, which falls 

within the recommended screening age for many cancers in Canada (CCSAC, 2021). The annual 

number of cases of cancers has also increased over the years from 86,245 persons to 156,605 persons 

between 1992 and 2018: an increase of 81.6% (Statistics Canada, 2022).  Cases are also projected to 

rise further to 229,100 persons in 2021 (CCSAC, 2021). Notwithstanding the rise in the number of 
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diagnoses, the age-standardized incidence rate decreased by 2.6% from 519.5 cases per 100,000 to 

506.1 cases per 100,000 between 1992 and 2018; but is expected to rise marginally to 515.2 cases per 

100,000 in 2021 (Statistics Canada, CCS 2021).4  

The chances of surviving the disease have also increased for many types of cancers as the incidence 

and mortality rates decline. In particular, the 5-year net survival has increased from 55% to 64%, on 

average, between the 1990s and 2021 (CCSAC, 2021). Thyroid cancer and testicular cancer have the 

highest survival rate; both at 97%. However, survival of esophageal and pancreatic cancers remains 

low at 16% and 10%, respectively (CCSAC, 2021). Like mortality, survival is dependent on the 

availability of effective early screening tools as well as the type of cancer (CCSAC, 2021). 

The costs associated with a cancer diagnosis are far reaching and include both medical and non-

medical expenditures that burden the patient as well as, families, the government and society. The 

cost of cancer care in Canada, in particular, more than doubled over the 8-year period 2005 to 2012 

from $2.9 billion to $7.5 billion, an increase of 158% (de Oliveira et al., 2013).  Costs are expected to 

continue to rise as the number of cases and deaths increase. This is compounded by the fact that 43% 

of the Canadian population are expected to develop one form of cancer during their life. These trends 

are driven in part by population growth and population ageing (CCSAC, 2021). For example, the 

Canadian population is expected to grow annually at a rate of approximately 0.8% over the next 10 

years, while the subpopulation of persons 60 years and older is expected to grow by 24% over the 

same period (United Nations, 2019). In light of this, it is estimated that annual cases of cancer would 

be almost 80% higher on average in the period 2028-2032 compared to 2003-2007 (Xie et al., 2015). 

This increase is expected for both males (84%) and females (74%). CCSAC (2021) further reported that 

changes in risk factors and cancer control policies have had a notable impact on the reduction in 

mortality but less so on the incidence of cancer cases. 

 

Cancer in Ontario 

Similar trends are also observed across the provinces, especially in Ontario where approximately 

31,100 cancer-related deaths were projected in 2021, representing over a third of the total number 

of deaths in the country in that year (CCSAC, 2021). Also, the annual number of diagnosed cases of 

cancer rose from 42,700 to 82,965 persons between 1992 and 2018: an increase of 94.3% (Statistics 

 
4 Cancer incidence data for Quebec are not available for diagnosis years after 2010. For tables 13-10-0111-01 
and 13-10-0747-01, annual case count and rate estimates for Quebec and Canada for the 2011 diagnosis year 
onward are not provided. Cancer incidence estimates for Canada excluding Quebec were produced for all 
diagnosis years in this table. 
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Canada, 2022). At the same time, the incidence rate grew by 3.5% from 513 cases per 100,000 to 531.8 

cases per 100,000 over the same period (Statistics Canada, 2022). The province also has the highest 

number of cases of cancer projected for 2021 compared to other provinces with over 91,000 cases 

expected (CCSAC, 2021). This is driven in part by the fact that the province is the most populous 

throughout Canada, accounting for over 38% of the country’s population (CCSAC, 2021). However, 

using the age standardized incidence rate (ASIR), Ontario ranked second highest in 2021 with 545.9 

cases per 100,000 persons. Newfoundland and Labrador had a higher rate (559.8 cases per 100,000 

persons) (CCSAC, 2021). 

 

Cancer screening programs and recommendations in Canada 

The Canadian Cancer Society defines screening as “checking for a disease in a group of people who 

don’t show any symptoms of the disease” (asymptomatic) with the hope of detecting and successfully 

treating precancerous lesion and early-stage cancers. Further, the cancer screening landscape in 

Canada consists of organized and risk-based/opportunistic screening programs for selected types of 

cancers (colorectal, breast, cervical, lung), and no screening programs for other types of cancers (such 

as ovarian and pancreatic).  

Organized screening programs are not available for all types of cancers in Canada and only selected 

cancers are screened through population-based or risk-based programs. Typically, screening is made 

available if it is deemed feasible and this depends on the incidence of cancer, the potential reduction 

in associated mortality and the cost-effectiveness of screening. In Canada, organized screening 

programs are available for colorectal and breast cancer, and these programs are guided by clear 

screening recommendations articulated by the Canadian Task Force on Prevention Health Care 

(CTFPHC).  Some examples of organized screening programs in Canada are described below.  

In Ontario, like many of the other Canadian provinces, fecal immunochemical testing (FIT) biennially 

is the recommended screening regimen for colorectal cancer for persons 50 – 74 years (Canadian 

Cancer Society, n.d.-a). Flexible sigmoidoscopy (FS) is an alternative, while colonoscopy (COL) is used 

as a follow-up procedure in the event of a positive FIT or FS test (Kalyta et al., 2021). These tests are 

not only recommended by the Canadian Association of Gastroenterology for average at-risk persons 

(aged 50 - 75 years) but have also been demonstrated to be the most cost-effective screening 

strategies in many Canadian-based studies (Heitman et al., 2010; Kalyta et al., 2021; Leddin et al., 

2010). Heitman et al. (2010), for instance, illustrated that FIT has a cost saving of $68 CAD per patient 

and is associated with a 71% reduction in colorectal cancer cases and a 74% reduction in related 
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deaths. Similarly, Telford et al. estimated an ICER of $611 per QALY relative to no screening. Other 

cost-effective strategies mentioned in this study include FS and COL (ICER: $61 per QALY and $6,133 

per QALY, respectively) (Telford et al., 2010). 

With respect to breast cancer, in 2018, the Canadian Task Force on Prevention Health Care (CTFPHC) 

updated its 2011 recommendation for screening. While elements of the previous guidelines were 

maintained, (i.e., routine screening with mammography is not recommended for average risk women 

40-49 years but conditionally recommended for women 50-69 years and 70-74 years every 2 – 3 

years), the new policy states that the decision to undergo screening is conditional on the relative value 

a woman places on possible benefits and harms from screening (CTFPHC, 2018). The estimated ICERs 

for biennial and triennial mammography among women 50/55 to 74 years range from $28,921 per 

QALY to $94,762 per QALY in the Canadian setting (Mandelblatt et al., 2016; Mittmann et al., 2015; 

Pataky et al., 2014). In fact, according to Mandelblatt et al., 81% of the benefits of annual screening 

are achievable with biennial screening without the additional costs of more frequent screening 

(Mandelblatt et al., 2009). 

In the case of lung cancer, there are no provincial or territorial screening programs at present in 

Canada, but pilot programs are in place in some provinces with anticipated roll out in the future. For 

example, in the province of Ontario, the pilot program titled Lung Cancer Screening Pilot for People at 

High Risk was established and is expected to be fully operational as an organized screening program 

over time (Darling et al., 2021; Tammemägi et al., 2021). In support of this, the CTFPHC has 

recommended annual low-dose computed tomography (LDCT) for screening lung cancer for 3 years 

among persons 50–74 years who are current smokers or former smokers who quit in the last 15 years 

and have smoked 30 pack-years. This is to be accompanied by cessation programs aimed at helping 

persons to quit smoking (CTFPHC, 2016).  

In line with the recommendation for lung cancer screening, three noteworthy studies demonstrated 

the cost-effectiveness of LDCT in Canada (Cressman et al., 2017; Goffin et al., 2015; ten Haaf et al., 

2017). These studies estimated ICERs of CAD$52,000 per QALY, CAD$41,136 per life-year gained and 

CAD$20,724 per QALY, respectively, in their base-case analyses. The first two studies adopted a third-

party health care payer perspective and an age range of 55 to 74/75 years while the other was based 

on a risk prediction model. Nevertheless, all the studies demonstrated that cessation programs and 

more stringent inclusion criteria that screen those with a smoking history of ≥ 40 pack-years as 

opposed to ≥ 20 pack-years would further improve cost-effectiveness. 
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Organized cervical cancer screening is also available across the country. Women from the age of 21 

years who are sexually active are encouraged to undergo screening using a 

Papanicolaou/Papanikolaou test every 1 to 3 years based on previous test results (Canadian Cancer 

Society, n.d.-b). Notwithstanding this recommendation, studies have focused on the effectiveness and 

cost-effectiveness of Human papillomavirus (HPV) testing along with Pap smears as the primary 

screening regimen for cervical cancer (Kulasingam et al., 2009; Vijayaraghavan et al., 2010). For 

instance, the results from the Canadian Cervical Cancer Screening Trial revealed that this combination 

of a Pap-smear and HPV testing improved sensitivity to 94.6% (compared to 55.4% with Pap smears 

only), although specificity fell marginally to 94.1% from 95% (Mayrand et al., 2006). Furthermore, in a 

follow-up study, Vijayarghavan et al. (2010) demonstrated that including HPV testing as part of the 

annual cervical cancer screening regimen was cost-effective with an associated ICER of $2,991 per 

QALY compared to other screening options. 

Although organized screening programs exist for the aforementioned types of cancers, for many other 

types of cancers like pancreatic, stomach, liver, esophageal and ovarian, there are no existing 

approved organized screening programs in Canada (Canadian Cancer Society, n.d.-a). Generally, the 

incidence of each one of these types of cancers in Canada is relatively low, with age-sex incidence 

rates less than 20 per 100,000, and typically, population-based screening programs for cancers with 

such low incidence are not recommended because they are less likely to be cost-effective (Bhutani et 

al., 2009; Schwartz et al., 2021).  

In the absence of organized screening programs, opportunistic screening is available for stomach, 

ovarian and lung cancer in Canada (Canadian Cancer Society, n.d.-a). For example, H.pylori tests, or 

upper gastrointestinal series (UGI) and gastroscopy are recommended for those at higher-than-

average risk for gastric cancer (Canadian Cancer Society, n.d.-a). Likewise, pelvic exams, transvaginal 

ultrasound and cancer antigen 125 (CA125) are recommended for women at greater risk for ovarian 

cancer (Canadian Cancer Society, n.d.-a). Also, in the case of lung cancer, opportunistic screening using 

low-dose computer tomography and through pilot screening programs are available for selected high-

risk groups across many provinces. 

To summarize, Table 3 below presents the status of screening programs, screening recommendations 

and screening tools available in Canada (Ontario) for the cancers of interest in this study. It reveals 

that organized screening programs are only available for colorectal cancer and breast cancer with 
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attendant screening tools and recommendations5. Meanwhile, there are no existing approved 

organized screening programs for 6 of the 8 cancers (pancreatic, stomach, lung, liver, esophageal and 

ovarian). However, opportunistic screening exists for lung, stomach and ovarian cancer.  

 
5 A population-based cervical cancer screening program also exists. Women from the age of 21 years who are 
sexually active are encouraged to screen for cancer using a Papanicolaou test or Papanikolaou test every 1 to 3 
years based on previous test results according to the Canadian Cancer Society. 
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Table 3 Screening program and tools for selected cancers in Canada 

Cancer Screening  
program 

Recommendation Tool 

 
Colorectal  

 
Yes 

 
Stool test every 2 years for persons 50-74 
years, at not high risk of colorectal cancer. 
Those ≥75 years should consult their doctor 
about screening. 
 
 

 

• Fecal immunochemical 
test (FIT) - Ontario 

• Guaiac-based fecal 
occult blood test 
(gFOBT)  

 

 
Breast 

 
Yes 

 
Biennial screening for women 50-74 year. 
Those 40-49 years and ≥ 75 years should 
consult their doctors on the risks, benefits 
and limitations of screening. 

 
Mammography 
 

 
Lung 

 
No 

 
The Canadian Task Force on Preventive 
Health Care (CTFPHC) recommends triennial 
screening for persons 50–74 years who are 
current smokers or former smokers who 
quit in the last 15 years and have smoked 30 
pack-years.  Program should include 
cessation component. 

 
 

 
Low-dose Computer 
Tomography  
 
 
 
 
 

 
Stomach 
 

 
No 

 
Frequent checks for those with higher-than-
average risk. 
 

 

• Breath or stool test for 
H. pylori 

• Upper gastrointestinal 
(GI) series 

• Upper GI endoscopy 
 
 
 
 

 
Esophageal 
 

 
No 

 
NA 

NA 

 
Pancreatic 
 

 
No 

 
NA 
 
 

 
NA 

 
Liver 
 

 
No 

 
NA 

 
NA 

 
Ovarian 
 

 
No 

 
Those with higher-than-average risk should 
consult their doctor. 

 

• Pelvic exam 

• Transvaginal 
ultrasound 

• Cancer Antigen 125 
(CA125) 

Source: Canadian Cancer Society  
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Individually, the incidence rates for stomach, esophageal, pancreatic, liver and ovarian cancer in 

Canada are low. Table 4 shows the projected age-standardized incidence rate (ASIR) for each of the 

selected cancers for the year 2021. For the aforementioned cancers, the ASIRs are less than 20 per 

100,000, which Ferlay et al. (2013) described as low to intermediate risk.6 Generally, population-based 

screening programs for cancers with low incidence are not recommended because they are less likely 

to be cost-effective (Bhutani et al., 2009; Schwartz et al., 2021). This is driven in part by the absence 

of effective screening tools and high false positive rates associated with existing tools which can then 

trigger patient anxiety, and lead to costly, unnecessary and invasive follow-up procedures (Kulkarni et 

al., 2020; Li et al., 2019). Yeh et al. further explained that screening would only be cost-effective if the 

incidence of these individual cancers were to increase by over threefold (Yeh et al., 2010). Additionally, 

the dearth of research, particularly randomized controlled trials, on screening options, is one reason 

for the absence of guidelines and consensus on screening cancers with such low incidence (Lee et al., 

2014; Moss et al., 2018). 

 

Table 4 Projected age-standardized incidence rate of selected cancers in Canada, 2021 

Cancer Cases per 100,000  

Breast 66.5 

Lung 59.5 

Colorectal 54.9 

Pancreatic 14.1 

Ovarian 13.5 

Stomach 12.3 

Liver 7.1 

Esophageal 5.6 

Source: Canadian Cancer Statistics Advisory Committee in collaboration with the Canadian Cancer 

Society, Statistics Canada and the Public Health Agency of Canada. Canadian Cancer Statistics 2021. 

Canadian Cancer Statistics 2021, Canadian Cancer Registry database at Statistics Canada 

 

 

 

 
6 Risk is defined by the age-standardized rate (ASR) of cancer where, ASR ≥ 20 per 100,000 is considered high 
risk, ASR < 10 per 100,000 is low risk and ASR between 10 and 19 per 100,000 is intermediate risk. 
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Risk-based screening 

Justification for risk-based screening is based on the prevalence of disease among high-risk 

populations. The following discussion presents the rationale for risk-based screening for pancreatic, 

stomach, esophageal, liver and ovarian cancer. 

In the case of pancreatic cancer, risk-based screening that targets “members of familial pancreatic 

cancer (FPC) kindred”, those with new-onset diabetes (NOD) and those with specific germline 

mutations may hold greater promise of being cost-effective, given that the incidence of this type of 

cancer among these groups is greater than in the general population (Brentnall et al., 1999; Lorenzo 

et al., 2019; Poruk et al., 2013). Moreover, given that the lifetime risk of developing pancreatic cancer 

among those in these high-risk groups can be as high as 50%, targeted screening of these persons 

would be more feasible than population wide screening where these cases are rare (Lynch et al., 1996; 

Stoffel et al., 2019).  For example, familial pancreatic cancer screening is motivated by the fact that 

10% of cases of pancreatic cancer are hereditary (Stoffel et al., 2019). Additionally, germline 

mutations, including those that are familial in origin, are associated with up to 40% higher risk of 

developing pancreatic cancer (Canto et al., 2013; Hu et al., 2018). Also, it was estimated that 75% of 

patients with pancreatic cancer are also diabetic and that 25% of these patients are diagnosed with 

diabetes 6-36 months before the cancer diagnosis (Chari et al., 2005). 

With respect to stomach cancer, the incidence of disease is notably higher among Asian countries than 

western counterparts. In fact, in 2020, the ASIRs for gastric cancer in Japan, Korea and China were 

31.6, 27.9 and 23.4 per 100,000, respectively, compared to 4.4 and 4.2 per 100,000 for Canada and 

the US, respectively (International Agency for Research on Cancer, 2020). Moreover, 89% of cases of 

noncardia gastric cancer have a Helicobacter pylori (H. pylori or HP) etiology, which is a type of bacteria 

that affects many children and can cause stomach cancer later in life when serious infections occur 

(Kowada, 2019; Malfertheiner et al., 2012; Sarmasti et al., 2021). It therefore follows that an 

alternative, yet indirect approach to gastric cancer screening, is through testing for Helicobacter pylori 

(H. pylori or HP), which if detected, can be treated, thus limiting the likelihood of presenting with 

related cancers in the future (Malfertheiner et al., 2012).  

In one meta-analysis/systematic review, researchers found that endoscopy was associated with a 40% 

reduction in deaths related to gastric cancer, thus justifying its recommendation for gastric cancer 

screening in high-risk Asian countries like China, Korea and Japan (Zhang et al., 2018). Relatedly, 

another study demonstrated that in countries with intermediate risk of gastric cancer like those in 

Europe, the use of upper endoscopy was only cost-effective (ICER: €30,908 per QALY) when combined 
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with a colonoscopy procedure because the burden associated with both tests is shared7 (Areia et al., 

2018). 

Like stomach cancer, esophageal cancer is also common within the Asian region, with over 50% of 

global cases of the esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC) type, occurring in China, whereas the 

remaining cases are typically found in more developed countries and have an adenocarcinoma 

histology (Arnold et al., 2015). Screening recommendations should therefore be cognizant of these 

epidemiological and geographic characteristics along with the fact that those with gastroesophageal 

reflux disease (GERD) and Barrett’s esophagus (BE), particularly men, are at higher risk of developing 

esophageal cancer than those in the general population (Y. Li et al., 2020). In fact, men with GERD 

have a five times more likely chance of developing esophageal cancer than women (Benaglia et al., 

2013). 

Concerning liver cancer, screening guidelines across countries in Europe, Asia-Pacific and North 

America have targeted hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), which is the most common type of primary 

liver cancer, accounting for 85-90% of the total number of cases of liver cancer globally (Bruix & 

Sherman, 2011; Cucchetti et al., 2013; European Association For The Study Of The Liver, 2012; Omata 

et al., 2010). High risk patients for liver cancer are defined as those with cirrhosis of the liver as well 

as those with chronic hepatitis B and C infections, where 90% of these cases tend to develop liver 

cancer (Lee et al., 2014). In fact, cirrhosis may stem from hepatitis infections and up to 30% of these 

patients may develop HCC (Bugianesi et al. 2002). Given that HBV is endemic in certain regions of Asia 

and Africa, the incidence of HCC is likely to be higher among persons in these regions and their 

diaspora (Howlader et al., 2014; Miller & Lee, 2016). In fact, of the over 900,000 cases of liver cancer 

reported globally in 2020, 73%, 9.6% and 7.8% occurred in Asia, Europe and Africa, respectively, with 

the ASIRs in these regions estimated at 11.6%, 5.2% and 8.8%, respectively (International Agency for 

Research on Cancer, 2020). Likewise, Hutton et al. noted that at least 10% of Asian-Pacific adult 

population in the US have HBV and over 60% of these individuals are not aware of their health status 

(Hutton et al., 2007). Other reports indicate that the incidence of HCC among Chinese American men 

is approximately 21.6 per 100,000, which is three times higher than that among white males (Chang 

et al., 2007; Howlader et al., 2014). To address the challenges associated with liver cancer, policy 

makers have chosen to focus on vaccination programs to reduce the rate of infections and hence the 

likelihood of chronic liver disease and ultimately mortality associated with HCC.  

 
7 This study’s target population was Portuguese men and women aged 50 to 75 years and the results of the 
study extrapolated to other European countries with similar risk of gastric cancer. 
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Regarding ovarian cancer, Jacob and Menon (2004) explained that because of the low incidence of 

disease and a 2% risk of cancer development among the at-risk group (postmenopausal women age ≥ 

50 years, those with familial history of malignancy, and those with BRCA1/2 mutations), strict criteria 

are necessary for a screening tool to be considered effective. These criteria include a positive 

predictive value (PPV) ≥ 10%, specificity ≥ 99.6%, and a high level of sensitivity that ensures clinical 

and preclinical disease can be detected (Jacobs & Menon, 2004). These parameters would also limit 

the number of false positives and the associated consequences as well as ensure that a greater 

percentage of those with the disease are detected and receive appropriate clinical care. Further to 

this, one systematic review, which covered North American and European countries, found that 

multimodal screening using CA-125, transvaginal ultrasound, and a risk of ovarian cancer algorithm in 

postmenopausal women was cost-effective for ovarian cancer screening, with ICER ranging from 

€9,800 to €81,400 per QALY (Sroczynski et al., 2020). 

 

Screening Participation 

Notwithstanding the recommendations previously mentioned, research in Canada revealed that 

reported rates of screening participation are less than desired levels, especially among minority 

groups, including immigrants (Ferreira et al., 2021; Vahabi et al., 2021). For example, participation 

rates for mammography are just above 50% for minority groups in Canada (Ferreira et al., 2021). 

Furthermore, in a study of approximately 1.2 million eligible women in Ontario, over the period April 

2014 to March 2017, 15% had not participated in screening for either breast or cervical or colorectal 

cancers; and only 48% participated in screening for all three cancers (Vahabi et al., 2021). Another 

statistic revealed that 41.3% to 67.2% of the eligible population across Canadian provinces adhere to 

CTFPHC guidelines for colorectal cancer screening (Sweeney-Magee et al., 2022). Meanwhile, in the 

case of lung cancer, while there is only one pilot project for screening in Ontario, evidence, especially 

from opportunistic screening, suggests low screening rates within the province (Linehan et al., 2021). 

For example, 44% of lung cancer cases were reported to have “presented to the ER within a week of 

their diagnoses” (Habbous et al., 2021); and 69% of lung cancer cases are diagnosed at Stage 3 or 4  

(Statistics Canada, 2018). Socioeconomic and demographic factors like age, education and income 

levels, along with factors that influence access and availability of screening services, like location, non-

medical costs and insurance have been noted to contribute the low screening participation rates 

observed (D’Andrea et al., 2019; Vahabi et al., 2021).  

A minimum participation rate of 70% is generally recommended for the benefits of screening to 

materialize, namely, cost-effectiveness and lower mortality (Brouwers et al., 2011; D’Andrea et al., 
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2019). In fact, Cancer Care Ontario proposed a minimum uptake of 70% for mammography, while the 

US Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) recommended an uptake rate of at least 65% to 70% for 

colorectal cancer screening (Brouwers et al., 2011; USPSTF et al., 2016b). 

 

Cancers of concern  

The cancers that are of concern in this study are those for which the MCED test, CancerSEEK, can 

detect. This test was selected as the stylized MCED test. The list of cancers that the test can detect are 

breast, colorectal, esophageal, liver, lung, ovarian, pancreatic and stomach. As in other western 

countries, these cancers are of concern in Canada. They can be categorized based on incidence, 

mortality/survival rates and availability of screening tools. For example, breast cancer, lung cancer 

and colorectal cancer are among the most commonly diagnosed cancers in Canada with over 15,000 

cases of each type of cancer expected to be diagnosed in 2021 (CCSAC, 2020). On the other hand, 

while the incidence of ovarian, liver, stomach, pancreatic and esophageal cancers are relatively lower, 

they are associated with higher mortality and lower survival rates. In fact, for each of these cancers, 

at least 1,000 related deaths are expected in 2021; and this number is greater than 4,000 for 

pancreatic cancer (CCSAC, 2021). Additionally, less than 50% of those diagnosed with these cancers 

are expected to survive the first 5-years after diagnosis. See Table 5. Also, there are no existing 

approved organized screening programs for 5 of the 8 cancers (pancreatic, stomach, liver, 

oesophageal and ovarian). However, population-based screening using mammography and FIT exist 

for breast cancer and colorectal cancer, respectively. Meanwhile, opportunistic screening exists for 

lung, stomach and ovarian cancer. It is also important to note that five of the cancers occur along the 

digestive tract, i.e., pancreas, stomach, liver, esophagus and colon/rectum.  

 

Table 5 Summary of key cancer control and outcome characteristics by cancer type in Canada 

Cancer Existing 
Detection Tool 

Survival 
(5-year net 
survival) 

Mortality 
(deaths) 

Incidence 
(expected cases in 
2021) 

Ovary No <50% 1,000-4,000 <5,000 

Liver No <50% 1,000-4,000 <5,000 

Stomach No <50% 1,000-4,000 <5,000 

Pancreas No <50% ≥4,000 <15,000 

Esophagus No <50% 1,000-4,000 <5,000 

Colorectum Yes  50%-79% ≥4,000 ≥15,000 

Lung Yes <50% ≥4,000 ≥15,000 

Breast Yes >80% ≥4,000 ≥15,000 

Source: CCSAC 2021 
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Specific Aims 

The specific aim of this study is to determine whether including an MCED screening regimen (for lung, 

esophageal, liver, pancreatic, stomach and ovarian cancers), together with existing provincial 

screening protocols for breast and colorectal cancers in Ontario, Canada, among average risk persons 

50 – 75 years would be cost-effective from a provincial Ministry of Health perspective, assuming a 

minimum screening participation rate of 75%, compared to standard of care for selected cancers. The 

cancers of interest are those that the CancerSEEK tool was designed to detect, namely colorectal, 

breast, lung, liver, stomach, pancreatic, esophageal and ovarian. 

As a secondary goal, this study also seeks to estimate the potential value-based price (VBP) of the 

MCED test, which is the maximum price at which the test may be set to ensure that its intervention is 

cost-effective at a willingness to pay of CAD $100,000 per QALY. This threshold was set since it is 

widely used for cancer treatment (Cherla et al., 2020) 
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Methods 

Study design 

This study employed decision-based modelling techniques to assess the overall cost-effectiveness of 

incorporating a stylized MCED screening tool, loosely based on the characteristics of the CancerSEEK 

test, along with standard of care screening recommendations for breast and colorectal cancer in 

Ontario, Canada, compared to only standard of care screening protocols for selected cancers, namely 

breast, colorectal, esophageal, liver, lung, ovarian, pancreatic and stomach. Cost-effectiveness was 

assessed using a cost-utility analysis. 

This analysis builds on the pioneering work of Lipscomb et al. (2022) where cost-effectiveness of one-

time screening of a generic MCED tool was assessed using decision tree analysis for three sets of 

hypothetical cancers. While this study demonstrated that MCED screening was cost-effective 

compared to no screening (ICER: $22,494 per QALY), the authors explained that the purpose of the 

analysis was purely illustrative and not designed to provide a definitive assessment of cost-

effectiveness (Lipscomb et al., 2022). It is therefore within these same parameters that the 

assumptions and limitations of this study are based. The main limitation of the Lipscomb et al. (2022) 

study is the use of a static decision tree framework for an economic evaluation that would benefit 

from the application of dynamic simulation techniques, especially since the analysis accounts for 

evolving health states. Another limitation stemming from the authors’ choice of model is that the 

analysis could only account for one-time screening, when in reality, eligible persons may be subjected 

to multiple rounds of screening based on recommended screening intervals for specific types of 

cancers under organized screening programmes as in the case of breast, colorectal and cervical 

cancers. Other limitations include the use of hypothetical types of cancers, a generic cancer screening 

tool, and multiple assumptions on key input parameters. In acknowledging these drawbacks, the 

authors advocated for further work to improve upon modelling techniques and input parameters in 

order to produce more robust and reliable results to better inform policy makers on cost-effectiveness 

of MCED screening for specific subsets of cancers.  

In recognizing the limitations stated above, the present study developed a decision model closely 

based on current clinical practices to compare the potential health benefits and costs of implementing 

repeated screening with an MCED tool in Ontario, Canada from a provincial Ministry of Health 

perspective. The analysis therefore improves upon its predecessor by accounting for: the natural 

history of a selected group of cancers, repeated screening of asymptomatic persons, and more 

evidence-based input parameters. It applies modeling techniques to represent both the decision path 
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of repeated screening of the proposed strategy compared to standard of care, along with the natural 

history of the selected cancers in order to evaluate overall cost-effectiveness of the intervention.  

The diagnostic characteristics of the CancerSEEK test formed the basis of the hypothetical MCED test 

that is used in this analysis, including its sensitivity and specificity. In this case, the average sensitivity 

levels for each type of cancer as published by the Cohen et al. study were used. Cohen et al. reported 

the average sensitivity of the MCED test over disease stages I to III for each type of cancer. However, 

it should be noted that sensitivity is likely to differ at each stage of disease, with lower levels at early-

stage disease and higher levels at more advanced stages of disease. 

CancerSEEK was designed to detect breast, colorectal, esophageal, liver, lung, ovarian, pancreatic and 

stomach cancers. According to the architects of the tool, these cancers were selected because they 

are associated with either high prevalence rates and/or high mortality rates in Western societies; and 

currently no blood-based test exists to detect them, especially at an early stage (Cohen et al., 2018). 

This is also the case in Canada where these types of cancers are either among the most diagnosed 

cancers or are associated with higher mortality rates (described earlier). Moreover, of these 8 types 

of cancers, organized screening programs using single-organ tests only exists for two- breast and 

colorectal- and MCED screening is still not available for any of the above cancers. 

It should be mentioned that while there are several parallels between this current study and Tafazzoli 

et al. (2022) in terms of model structure and estimation techniques, unknown to both groups of 

researchers at the time of investigation, the two studies are different in study site (Ontario, Canada 

versus US population, respectively), and cancer test used (CancerSEEK versus GRAIL-Galleri). These 

similarities and differences are covered in more detail in the discussion section. 

 

Strategies 

The two screening strategies considered in this study are: 

1. Strategy 1: Standard of care screening for the selected types of cancer in Ontario, Canada, and 

2. Strategy 2: MCED screening (for esophageal, liver, lung, ovarian, pancreatic and stomach 

cancers) plus screening for breast and colorectal cancers as recommended under their 

respective organized screening programs in Ontario, Canada. These screening strategies are 

described in more detail below. 
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Strategy 1 represents standard of care, or the current status of screening programs as articulated by 

the Canadian Cancer Society for the respective cancers of concern in this study. For simplicity, the 

status of a screening program is described as either “organized screening available”, where a 

population-based screening program exists at the provincial level, or “no organized screening 

available”, where such a screening program does not exist. Accordingly, colorectal and breast cancers 

are included in the first group since organized screening programs are available for these types of 

cancers at the provincial level in Canada, where FIT and mammography are the respective 

recommended screening tools for these types of cancers. Meanwhile, in the latter group, which 

includes lung, ovarian, liver, stomach, pancreatic and esophageal cancer, organized screening 

programs do not currently exist, although opportunistic screening may be provided based on 

individual patient risks, as in the case of lung, stomach and ovarian cancers.  

Strategy 2 is proposed as an alternative (to Strategy 1), where both MCED screening (for liver, lung, 

stomach, pancreatic, esophageal and ovarian cancers), and standard of care screening (for breast and 

colorectal cancers) are offered contemporaneously. This means that although the MCED test can 

detect both colorectal and breast cancer, this is not accounted for in the model as it is assumed that 

current organized screening programs will likely identify cases of these cancers, especially since the 

associated single-organ screening tests for these respective cancers outperform the MCED test with 

respect to reported levels of sensitivity. Under MCED screening, a hypothetical test based on the 

diagnostic characteristics of the CancerSEEK tool was adopted and is referred to as MCED-CancerSEEK 

henceforth. 

 

CancerSEEK 

CancerSEEK is a single multi-analyte blood test that detects multiple cancers at an early stage using 

assays that interrogate gene mutations and protein biomarkers (Cohen et al., 2018). It uses a 

polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based assay with 61 amplicon panels and 8 proteins8 to test for 

mutated driver genes (circulating tumor DNA- ctDNA) commonly found in many types of cancers, even 

at low levels. As such, the presence of either a genetic mutation and/or elevated levels of the selected 

proteins will trigger a positive test result, indicating the existence of a tumor. Specifically, the test can 

potentially detect a number of cancers, including the eight cancers investigated in the Cohen et al 

study, namely, breast, colorectal, esophageal, liver, lung, ovarian, pancreatic, and stomach. It also 

 
8 These proteins include cancer antigen 125 (CA-125), carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), cancer antigen 19-9 
(CA19-9), prolactin (PRL), hepatocyte growth factor (HGF), osteopontin (OPN), myeloperoxidase (MPO), and 
tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinases 1 (TIMP-1). 
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employs machine learning technology to predict the organ from which a tumor originates. It is 

estimated that the test will cost approximately $500 (Cohen et al., 2018). 

The tool was developed as an initial screening option to direct those with positive tumor signals along 

the clinical path of diagnosis, treatment and surveillance. Based on an examination of 1,005 patients 

already diagnosed with at least stage I cancer, the CancerSEEK test demonstrated relatively high 

sensitivity and specificity, 70% and > 99%, respectively, and also identified the tissue of origin (TOO) 

or location of tumors with an accuracy of 63% (Cohen et al., 2018). Notwithstanding, the diagnostic 

performance of the test varies with respect to sensitivity and TOO prediction across the various types 

of cancers, and presumably across the different stages of disease for each type of cancer, but this was 

not officially reported in the Cohen et al, study. Table 6 below provides further details. The tool is most 

accurate at correctly identifying ovarian and liver cancers, with sensitivity levels of 98.1% and 97.7%, 

respectively, compared to breast and lung cancers, with sensitivity levels of 33.4% and 58.7%, 

respectively (Cohen et al., 2018). 

 

Table 6 Diagnostic Performance of CancerSEEK 

Cancer Sensitivity Specificity  TOO prediction 

Ovary 98.1% >99% 79% 

Liver 97.7% >99% 44% 

Stomach 72% >99% 46% 

Pancreas 72% >99% 81% 

Esophagus 68.8% >99% 46% 

Colorectum 67% >99% 84% 

Lung 58.7% >99% 39% 

Breast 33.4% >99% 63% 

Source: Cohen et al. 2018  

 

It is rationalised that strategy 2, which combines MCED screening together with existing organized 

screening programs, is feasible, as it is unlikely that MCED would replace existing screening tests like 

mammography and FIT which outperform MCED with respect to sensitivity and specificity. For 

example, the sensitivity of digital mammography is estimated to be between 70-90% while its 

specificity is 95-98% depending on breast density (Geisel & Philpotts, 2014; Jochelson, 2012; Lei et al., 

2014; Salim et al., 2020). Likewise, the sensitivity and specificity of FIT are 85% and 94%, respectively 

(Levi et al., 2007; Yoshinaga et al., 1995) . Conversely, the sensitivity of CancerSEEK for breast and 

colorectal cancers is 33.4% and 67%, respectively. However, the overall specificity for CancerSEEK is 

over 99% (Cohen et al., 2018). 
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Cohort 

A hypothetical cohort of 100,000 persons who are at average risk of developing each of the selected 

cancers that the proposed screening tool is expected to detect will be considered for the analysis. 

Drawing from Marcus et al., average risk is defined as “those not known to be at substantially elevated 

risk, including those without known inherited predisposition, without comorbidities known to increase 

cancer risk, and without previous diagnosis of cancer or pre-cancer” (Marcus et al., 2015). This group 

includes clinically asymptomatic individuals aged 50 - 75 years and overlaps substantially with the 

population that is eligible to participate in cancer screening programs that are currently available in 

Canada according to Cancer Care Ontario (Kalyta et al., 2021). Therefore, for the proposed model, 

screening is set to begin at age 50 years. 

 

Model 

To conduct the cost-utility analysis, a state-transition (Markov) model with an integrated decision tree 

was developed to represent both the screening decision and disease health states through which 

cohort members may transition. This model was implemented in TreeAge Pro (Healthcare Version 

2022) and elements of this overall model are illustrated in Figures 1 to 3, which capture, in a general 

sense, the structure of the model and modelling techniques implemented in TreeAge Pro. 

The flowchart in Figure 1 depicts the screening and detection paths of the selected cancers of this 

study.  The initial decision facing members of the cohort is whether to undergo screening using 

Strategy 1 or Strategy 2 (as described earlier). Under Strategy 1, individuals may participate in 

organized screening programs for breast cancer (in the case of women) and colorectal cancer (for both 

men and women) since these are the only available provincial-wide organized screening programs for 

the selected types of cancers focused on in this study. For the remaining types of cancers, organized 

screening programs are not yet available and so these cancers are assumed to be symptom detected, 

although they can be detected through opportunistic screening which occurs infrequently, and so is 

not accounted for in this study. These cancers include ovarian, lung, stomach, pancreatic, esophageal, 

and liver cancer.  

For persons who undergo screening, test results may either be positive or negative. A true positive 

test result, as measured by the test’s sensitivity, indicates that the targeted cancer is detected while 

a false positive result gives rise to a screening odyssey, unnecessary patient anxiety, and over-

diagnosis as the target cancer is not present.  Conversely, in the case of a negative test result, the 
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outcome may be a true negative result, as measured by the test’s specificity, in which the screened 

cancer is not present. Meanwhile, a false negative test result suggests that the screening tool failed 

to detect one of the underlying cancers that may be present.   

Under Strategy 2, individuals may either test positive or negative for one of the eight cancers of 

concern using the MCED test (for ovarian, lung, stomach, pancreatic, esophageal, and liver cancers), 

and FIT and mammography for colorectal and breast cancer, respectively, under their respective 

organized screening programs. The screening outcomes under this strategy are the same as those 

described in Strategy 1 with respect to true positive, true negative, false positive and false negative 

results. 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Initial screening decision, results and outcomes 
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Figure 2 builds on Figure 1 by presenting in more detail, the initial screening decisions and subsequent 

outcomes based on screening (and non-screening) results. In this diagram, the eight selected cancers 

are subdivided into their respective categories as described earlier: those for which organized 

screening programs are currently available, and those for which organized screening programs do not 

exist. This diagram also illustrates that individuals who received false negative results, or those who 

were correctly identified as having none of the selected cancers, will be eligible for repeated rounds 

of screening in the following screening cycle either with the MCED-CancerSEEK test or through 

available organized screening programs based on prescribed screening intervals so long as cancer is 

not detected up until the end age for screening. Furthermore, those with a false negative result may 

be symptom detected in a subsequent cycle.  

Meanwhile, those with a positive test result from screening for one of the selected cancers (whether 

a true positive or false positive) will follow up with a standard cancer-specific diagnostic test to confirm 

the initial result. It is assumed that a false positive result from screening will likely be later 

disconfirmed by a diagnostic test and such persons may present for another round of screening in a 

subsequent period. 

Additionally, in strategy 1, the five types of cancers for which organized screening programs are not 

yet available are assumed to be symptom detected. Symptom detection occurs when the onset of 

symptoms triggers diagnostic testing, and there is a higher probability of this in later than earlier 

stages of cancer.  
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Figure 2 Initial screening decision, results and subsequent clinical follow-up 
 

To represent the progression of disease, the state-transition diagram in Figure 3 depicts, in a stylized 

manner, the flow of the natural history of the selected cancers. The simplified health states through 
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clinical), late-stage cancer (preclinical and clinical), (defined below) and death either from one of the 
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of cancers not (likely) detected by the MCED test. The preclinical health states represent disease states 

that have not been previously diagnosed while clinical health states represent disease states have 

been officially diagnosed. 
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or die from other causes. Those with early-stage cancer may either remain in this state as preclinical 

early-stage cancer if disease is not symptom detected or identified through screening, or be diagnosed 
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be diagnosed and treated accordingly, with screening and/or without screening through symptom 

detection, while others will die from their disease or from other causes.  

Ongoing surveillance is reserved for those who received treatment and are being monitored. Under 

surveillance, patients receive treatment and are routinely monitored for 5 years to determine the 

progression of their health and this may involve repeated testing for signs of cancer remission or 

recurrence as prescribed by North American cancer societies (American Cancer Society, n.d.; National 

Cancer Institute, n.d.-b). The model further assumes that persons who do not experience cancer 

relapse after 5 years will return to the healthy health state while those who experience relapse will 

again travers through the state transition model depending on the stage at which the cancer is 

detected. 

Figure 3 also captures repeated screening of both healthy individuals and asymptomatic, undiagnosed 

patients whether at early stage or late stage of disease. The accuracy of the screening result will 

determine the paths through which individuals may traverse within the state-transition diagram. 

These paths were described above and relate to whether persons pursue follow-up confirmatory tests 

and eventual treatment or return for screening at periodic intervals or are symptom detected in a 

subsequent cycle. 

The natural history of each type of cancer is represented by two stages of disease, namely early-stage 

and late-stage. This representation is based on two staging systems commonly adopted in the 

oncology community: the number staging system and the category staging system. The number 

staging system is typically used by medical practitioners, and identifies 5 stages of cancer 

development, numbered from 0 to 4. These stages include: 

1. Stage 0. In this stage, abnormal cells, which are in situ, are precancerous and can be treated 

with a high rate of success. 

2. Stage 1. In this stage, cancer has developed but is small and remains localized to the tissue of 

origin. 

3. Stage 2. The cancer has grown further but has not spread to nearby tissues or lymph nodes. 

4. Stage 3.  The cancer tumor is larger and has possibly spread to surrounding tissues and or the 

lymph nodes. 

5. Stage 4. Metastasis has occurred where the cancer has spread to other organs and/or other 

parts of the body (National Cancer Institute, n.d.-a; National Health Services, n.d.).  
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Meanwhile, the category staging system, commonly known as the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and 

End-Results (SEER) General Summary Staging System, is predominantly used by cancer registries, and 

like the number staging system, identifies 5 stages of cancer development, namely; 

1. In situ 

2. Localized, where the cancer has not spread and remains where it originated. 

3. Regional, where the cancer has spread to nearby lymph nodes, tissues, or organs. 

4. Distant, where the cancer has spread to other parts of the body. 

5. Unknown, where there is insufficient information to determine the stage of disease (National 

Cancer Institute, n.d.-a; National Health Services, n.d.). 
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Figure 3 Markov model of natural history of selected cancers 
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model and to derive suitable parameter estimates to populate the said model, although in some cases, 

as described later, these assumptions were further adjusted to calculate more reasonably accurate 

parameter values. 

The model also assumes that all cohort members enter the state-transition Markov model at one of 

the independent health states based on the population probability of that health state and then move 

to other health states based on transition probabilities. The respective screening strategies are 

superimposed onto the natural history of the various types of cancers to assess cost-utility for the 

target group, which is assumed to be a closed block group ensuring that no new participant enters 

and no existing member leaves except through death. A time-horizon of 25 years was modelled where 

screening begins at age 50 years and continues periodically until cancer is detected, or a person 

reaches the screening end age of 75 years, or death occurs, whichever occurs first. In terms of the 

screening interval, the model assumes that colorectal and breast cancers are screening biennially in 

keeping with Canadian Cancer Society recommendations, while MCED screening is set to occur 

annually because of the ease with which the test can be administered. Overall, it is expected that 

organized screening, whether using CancerSEEK or standard of care, will alter the clinical stage 

distribution of disease where more cancers are detected at an earlier stage than at a more advanced 

stage. See Appendix C for excerpts of the implemented model in Treeage Pro. This is provided for the 

colorectal arm of the model under the MCED intervention. 

 

Further model assumptions 

It is important to reiterate that Figures 1 to 3 represent, in part, the more detailed Markov model 

developed in Treeage Pro, and they are presented here as individual illustrations to demonstrate and 

simplify the different complex conceptual elements of the proposed model. It should also be noted 

that because of this simplified approach, other key model parameters are not included in the 

presentations above but were incorporated in the final model. One such parameter is screening 

participation/uptake/compliance. While accounting for screening participation is pivotal in 

determining the cost-effectiveness of screening as well as the number of potential deaths that can be 

avoided, it is well documented that participation rates within Canada are well below the level needed 

for these benefits to be maximized (Brouwers et al., 2011; D’Andrea et al., 2019). However, this 

current study employs the minimum rate of 75% of the eligible populations for both standard of care 
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screening and MCED screening, which is just above the lower limit of 70% recommended for screening 

benefits to be achieved (Brouwers et al., 2011; Siu & U.S. Preventive Services Task Force, 2016).9 

It is also reasonable to expect that women will be screened for colorectal and breast cancer in 

standard care while men will be screened for only colorectal cancer, based on current screening 

guidelines recommended in Ontario, Canada. Standard care also includes screening for women with 

cervical cancer, but it is not included here, because standard care is expected to be more sensitive 

than a MCED test. Furthermore, the incidence rates of the cancers of concern in this study differ for 

men and women, and, as such, separate cost-effectiveness analyses were conducted for both sexes. 

Even further, while breast cancer can also occur in men, it does so at rates very much lower than for 

women, and is not considered in this model. Only a few men are currently covered by the organized 

breast cancer screening program. 

Another caveat relates to lung cancer where a pilot program is currently available for screening at-risk 

persons in Ontario according to the CTFPHC recommendation described earlier. Based on this 

screening recommendation, which has strict inclusion criteria based on age and smoking history, it is 

likely that a potential organized screening program for lung cancer would only target above-average 

risk populations. Furthermore, since the present study focuses on an average-risk group that is not 

currently eligible for screening under the present CTFPHC guidelines, it is envisioned that MCED 

screening for lung cancer will then target this broader population. Even further, this study does not 

model the possibility of opportunistic screening for various cancers (e.g. ovarian cancer based on 

family history and genetic predisposition), which is an additional simplifying assumption. 

For the analysis, it was also assumed that an individual can only present with at most one of the 

selected cancers at any one screening interval, and as such, cases of a second primary cancer occurring 

concurrently are not considered. This assumption limits the complexity of the proposed model. 

The dwell time of each type of cancer at each stage of disease was not explicitly modelled in this study. 

Accounting for this variable would have notably added to the model’s complexity and so it is assumed 

that the dwell time of diagnosed cases of cancer are essentially established by the annual transition 

probabilities of each type of cancer as health states transition from healthy to early-stage to late-stage 

disease. Adopting such a simplifying assumption is pragmatic since the natural history of some of the 

selected cancers are still unknown.  

 
9 It should be noted that the eligible population for lung cancer screening, currently, is much smaller than the 
eligible population expected to benefit from MCED screening.  
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Input data 

Input parameters were sourced from the literature and the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End 

Results (SEER) national US cancer database and supplemented by expert opinion where necessary. 

Specific input parameters include the characteristics of the screening and diagnostic tests (their 

sensitivity and specificity), the natural history of the eight cancers, point prevalence of each health 

state and the selected types of cancers, sex-specific incidence rates, transition probabilities between 

health states, mortality rates, screening participation rates, cost-related indicators and utilities 

associated with the different stages of disease. These datasets along with any relevant literature were 

sourced through SCOPUS, PubMed, Google Scholar and clinical databases. Articles published within 

the period 2010-2022 were prioritized. Table 7 provides a list of input parameters used in the state-

transition model along with their associated references. The 95% confidence intervals (and ±25% 

spread where the 95% confidence interval was not available) for these input parameters are presented 

in Appendix D-F.  A more detailed discussion on some of the more key input parameters is provided 

below.  

 

Table 7 List of parameter estimates and references 

 Source 

Incidence rate (per 100,000), Female, Age 50 -74 years   

Cancer type Localized Regional Distant   

Breast 506.8 167.8 38.6  SEER 

Colorectal 60.4 56.7 35.2  SEER 

Esophageal 2.5 3.3 3.7  SEER 

Liver 13.7 7.7 7.6  SEER 

Lung 88.9 62.7 122.4  SEER 

Ovarian 9.3 9.6 28.8  SEER 

Pancreatic 10.4 20 31.7  SEER 

Stomach 9.9 5.6 8.5  SEER 

  

Incidence rate (per 100,000), Male, Age 50 -74 years   

Cancer type Localized Regional Distant   

Colorectal 85.2 80.5 51.7  SEER 

Esophageal 9.4 15.3 17.9  SEER 

Liver 39.4 27.8 18.5  SEER 

Lung 83.3 73.5 161.5  SEER 

Ovarian 0 0 0  SEER 

Pancreatic 13.1 24.5 44.7  SEER 

Stomach 15 13.4 18  SEER 

 

Prevalence of cancer among persons 50-74 years (%)    
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Total 
Male Total Female    

Cancer type      

Breast - 11.572   SEER 

Colorectal 2.571 2.122   SEER 

Esophageal 0.146 0.037   SEER 

Liver 0.252 0.091   SEER 

Lung 1.001 1.045   SEER 

Ovarian 0 0.657   SEER 

Pancreatic 0.167 0.131   SEER 

Stomach 0.261 0.165   SEER 

 

Cancer Detection by Stage    

  
Early 
Stage Late Stage    

Cancer type        

Breast 0.94 0.06   CancerNet 

Colorectal 0.25 0.75   Telford et al. 2010 

Esophageal 0.4471 0.5529   CancerNet 

Liver 0.43 0.57   CancerNet 

Lung 0.25 0.75   Goffin et al. 

Ovarian 0.16 0.84   CancerNet 

Pancreatic 0.13 0.87   CancerNet 

Stomach 0.38 0.62   CancerNet 

 

 

  

Probability of cancer recurrence (%)    

Cancer type 
Early 
Stage Late Stage    

Breast 0.09 0.92   

Cancer Treatment Centers of 
America & Eldridge 2022 

Colorectal 0.05 0.35   Health Match 

Esophageal 0.18 0.48   Pape et al. 2021 

Liver 0.12 0.12   Kim et al. 2020 

Lung 0.3 0.7   Eldridge 2022 

Ovarian 0.2 0.825   

Ovarian Cancer Research 
Alliance 

Pancreatic 0.38 0.46   Fischer et al. 2012 

Stomach 0.426 0.338   Jiao et al. 2020 

 

  

Cancer mortality  

Cancer Site Gender 
1-Year  
Early Stage  

1-Year  
Late Stage    

Breast Female 0.005 0.085  

NHS Digital 2022 & author's 
calculation 

Colorectal  

Male 0.058 0.542  

NHS Digital 2022 & author's 
calculation 

Female 0.038 0.355  Author's calculation 

Liver  Male 0.359 0.816  

NHS Digital 2022 & author's 
calculation 
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Female 0.402 0.804  

NHS Digital 2022 & author's 
calculation 

Lung  

Male 0.296 0.814  

NHS Digital 2022 & author's 
calculation 

Female 0.251 0.761  

NHS Digital 2022 & author's 
calculation 

Esophagus  

Male 0.54 0.751  

NHS Digital 2022 & author's 
calculation 

Female 0.54 0.763  

NHS Digital 2022 & author's 
calculation 

Ovary Female 0.125 0.447  

NHS Digital 2022 & author's 
calculation 

Stomach  

Male 0.226 0.763  

NHS Digital 2022 & author's 
calculation 

Female 0.239 0.775  

NHS Digital 2022 & author's 
calculation 

Pancreas  

Male 0.58 0.915  SEER & author's calculation 

Female 0.58 0.915  SEER & author's calculation 

  
 
Screening tests  

 Sensitivity Specificity    

MCED      

Breast 0.334 0.9914   Cohen et al. 2018 

Colorectal 0.67 "   Cohen et al. 2018 

Esophageal 0.688 "   Cohen et al. 2018 

Liver 0.977 "   Cohen et al. 2018 

Lung 0.587 "   Cohen et al. 2018 

Ovarian 0.981 "   Cohen et al. 2018 

Pancreatic 0.72 "   Cohen et al. 2018 

Stomach 0.72 "   Cohen et al. 2018 

      
Breast - Digital 
Mammography 0.76 0.96   Song et al. 2019 

Colorectal - Fecal 
Immunochemical Test 0.85 0.94   Telford et al. 2010 

 

Diagnostic test      

Breast-Diagnostic 
Mammography 0.878 0.905   

Breast Cancer Surveillance 
Consortium 

Colorectal-Colonoscopy 0.93 1   Telford et al. 2010 

Esophageal-Upper GI + 
Endoscopic biopsy 0.909 1   

Bloomfeld et al. 2005 & Nagai 
et al. 2014 

Liver-CT scan 0.775 0.913   Nadarevic et al. 2021 

Lung-CT scan + biopsy 0.9007 1   Baratella et al. 2022 

Ovarian-Transvaginal 
ultrasound + biopsy 0.894 0.998   Menon et al. 2009 

Pancreatic -CT scan + 
biopsy 0.95 0.92   Dabizzi et al. 2011 

Stomach- Upper GI + 
biopsy 0.86 0.93   Jiang et al. 2021 
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Screening uptake 0.75    Coverage parameter 

Participation in 
diagnostic testing 0.84    Telford et al. 2010 

 
Medical cost (Female) 
(CAD) Diagnostic  

Initial 
Treatment 

Annual 
Surveillance 

Terminal 
Phase  

Breast 
                 
1,581  

                      
15,885                 8,763  

                   
24,171  

de Oliveira et al 2016 & 
author's calculation 

Colorectal 
                     
705  

                      
32,195                 6,954  

                   
40,456  

de Oliveira et al 2016 & 
author's calculation 

Esophageal 
                     
287  

                      
55,455                 8,767  

                   
67,246  

de Oliveira et al 2016 & 
author's calculation 

Liver 
                 
3,761  

                      
25,130               10,093  

                   
36,205  

de Oliveira et al 2016 & 
author's calculation 

Lung 
                 
2,661  

                      
28,058                 8,126  

                   
46,363  

de Oliveira et al 2016 & 
author's calculation 

Ovarian 
                 
1,937  

                      
29,292                 5,330  

                   
45,071  

de Oliveira et al 2016 & 
author's calculation 

Pancreatic 
                 
2,231  

                      
41,539               11,354  

                   
69,316  

de Oliveira et al 2016 & 
author's calculation 

Stomach 
                     
885  

                      
38,922                 3,458  

                   
68,316  

de Oliveira et al 2016 & 
author's calculation 

 

 

   
Medical cost 
 (Male) (CAD) Diagnostic  

Initial 
Treatment 

Annual 
Surveillance 

Terminal 
Phase  

Colorectal 
                     
358  

                      
32,679                 7,080  

                   
42,130  

de Oliveira et al 2016 & 
author's calculation 

Esophageal 
                 
1,063  

                      
54,037                 7,528  

                   
70,660  

de Oliveira et al 2016 & 
author's calculation 

Liver 
                 
4,395  

                      
27,762               15,540  

                   
39,345  

de Oliveira et al 2016 & 
author's calculation 

Lung 
                 
2,383  

                      
29,132                 6,933  

                   
51,013  

de Oliveira et al 2016 & 
author's calculation 

Pancreatic 
                 
2,460  

                      
38,973                 8,185  

                   
70,398  

de Oliveira et al 2016 & 
author's calculation 

Stomach 
                 
1,102  

                      
41,912                 4,328  

                   
69,820  

de Oliveira et al 2016 & 
author's calculation 

      

      

Costs associated with preclinical 
cancer deaths (CAD)  

Breast 3,338 
de Oliveira et al 2013 & 
author's calculation 

Colorectal 3,712 
de Oliveira et al 2013 & 
author's calculation 

Esophageal 2,844 
de Oliveira et al 2013 & 
author's calculation 

Liver 4,945 
de Oliveira et al 2013 & 
author's calculation 

Lung 3,822 
de Oliveira et al 2013 & 
author's calculation 

Ovarian 3,817 
de Oliveira et al 2013 & 
author's calculation 

Pancreatic 4,208 
de Oliveira et al 2013 & 
author's calculation 

Stomach 3,515 
de Oliveira et al 2013 & 
author's calculation 
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Cost of Screening (CAD)      

MCED 874    

Cohen et al. 2018 & author's 
calculation1 

FIT 38.27     

Goede et al. 2017 & author’s 
calculation2 

Mammography 314.70    Author’s calculation3 

 

Utility      

 

Early 
stage Late stage    

Breast 0.845 0.4   Pourrahmat et al.  2021 

Colorectal 0.745 0.3   Pourrahmat et al.  2021 

Esophageal 0.815 0.405   Pourrahmat et al.  2021 

Liver 0.772 0.404   Author’s estimation 

Lung 0.835 0.465   Pourrahmat et al.  2021 

Ovarian 0.62 0.45   Havrilesky et al. 2009 

Pancreatic 0.772 0.404   Author’s estimation 

Stomach 0.773 0.404   Lee et al. 2018 

      

Surveillance 0.8 0.5   Assumption 

Utility decrement -0.1    Telford et al. 2010 
1Cohen et al estimated the cost of the MCED test be US$500. The estimate provided in the table above is 
adjusted for medical inflation and the exchange rate. 2 The cost of FIT was estimated to be $31.11 CAD (2013 
prices) by Goede et al. 2017. The estimate used in this analysis was adjusted to 2022 prices by accounting for 
medical inflation. 3 This is the approximate equivalent to a two-breast mammography test in the US. 
N.B. See Appendix 4-6 for the 95% confidence interval and ±25% spread where appropriate for selected 
parameters in the table above. 
 

 

Prevalence and incidence 

Data on the prevalence of each type of cancer (disaggregated by sex) were collected from the SEER 

database. These data values were multiplied by the stage-specific detection rates associated with each 

type of cancer to estimate the prevalence of preclinical early-stage and late-stage disease for each 

type of cancer. The stage-specific detection rates were derived from Kayla et al., 2021 for colorectal 

cancer, Goffin et al., 2015 for lung cancer and the American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) patient 

information website Cancer.Net for all other selected types of cancers. Cancer.Net is a peer-reviewed 

website designed to disseminate up-to-date cancer-related information to patients and families. 

Goffin et al, meanwhile, is a Canadian-based study that examined the cost-effectiveness of using LDCT 

scanning to screen for lung cancer from a publicly funded healthcare system perspective, while Kayla 

et al, reviewed colorectal cancer screening guidelines in Canada and compared them to best practices 

in jurisdictions with similar epidemiological profiles.  

The formula below illustrates how the prevalence rates of preclinical early-stage and late-stage 

disease for each type of cancer were calculated. 
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𝑃𝑃𝐶𝑆𝑖𝑗 =  𝑃𝑖𝑗   ×  𝛽𝑠𝑖   

 

𝑃𝑃𝐶  - prevalence of preclinical cancer 

𝑃  - prevalence of cancer 

𝑖 - type of cancer, where i = 1, 2, 3…8. 1 = breast cancer, 2 = colorectal cancer, 3 = esophageal cancer, 

4 = liver cancer, 5 = lung cancer, 6 = ovarian cancer, 7 = pancreatic cancer, and 8 = stomach cancer 

𝑗 - sex where j = 0 for males and 1 for females 

𝑠 - stage of detection where s = 0 for early stage and 1 for late stage 

𝛽 - proportion of a particular cancer detected at a given stage 

 

Transition probabilities 

Transition probabilities were estimated by converting age-specific incidence rates for each type of 

cancer at each stage of disease into annual probabilities using the ratetoprob function in Treeage Pro. 

This is a function which transforms annual incidence rates into annual probabilities. The age-specific 

incidence rates for each type of cancer for each stage of disease were also obtained from SEER, where 

cancer stages are defined as local, regional and distant. This study made the assumption that the 

probability of transitioning from a state of full health to early-stage disease is consistent with the 

incidence of localized cancer. In a similar vein, it is assumed the that the transition from early-stage 

disease to late-stage disease is consistent with the incidence of regional and/or distant cancer.  

 

Mortality 

Data on cancer-related deaths were sourced from the NHS Digital 2022 report titled Cancer Survival 

in England. This report provided estimates of survival rates of diagnosed cancers in England between 

2015 and 2019 (NHS Digital, 2022). Among other indicators, one-year survival rates of various types 

of cancers at each stage of disease are presented in this report. This indicator was used to estimate 

one-year-stage-specific death rates for each type of cancer by subtracting the survival rate from 100-

percent. One-year-stage specific death rates are chosen because the present model operates on 

annual cycles. Further, to reflect the cancer-stage description adopted in this study and to derive 

estimates consistent with SEER and Canadian Cancer Statistics Advisory Committee, disease stages 1 
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to 3 were grouped (using a simple average) and defined as early-stage disease while disease stage 4 

was defined as late-stage disease.10 

The formula below explains how the cancer-related death rates were calculated. 

𝐷𝑖𝑠  = 100 −  𝑆𝑅𝑖𝑠 

 

 𝐷 = one-year death rate 

𝑖 = type of cancer, where i = 1, 2, 3…8. 1 = breast cancer, 2 = colorectal cancer, 3 = esophageal cancer, 

4 = liver cancer, 5 = lung cancer, 6 = ovarian cancer, 7 = pancreatic cancer11, and 8 = stomach cancer 

𝑠 = stage of cancer detection where s = 0 for early stage and 1 for late stage 

𝑆𝑅 = one-year survival rate 

 

The probability of death from other causes was derived from Statistics Canada life tables for the year 

2020. Again, death from other causes may include death from other types of cancers not likely to be 

detected by the modeled screening tool. 

 

Relapse 

Relapse rates were obtained from available literature and databases. Table 7 provides the reference 

for these rates for each type of cancer at each stage. 

 

Screening participation rate 

This study employed a reasonable screening participation rate of 75% of the eligible populations for 

both standard of care screening and MCED screening. This minimum participation rate is informed by 

the recommendations of the USPSTF and Cancer Care Ontario for breast and colorectal cancer, 

respectively. The USPSTF explained that screening compliance rates more than 65%-70% would be 

required for any stool or blood‐based screening modality to match the benefits of colonoscopy (Siu & 

 
10 With this approach, it was believed that the mortality rates for esophageal cancer were underestimated, 
especially for early-disease, so this estimate was recalibrated to better reflect the 5-year survival/death rates 
reported by the Canadian Cancer Statistics Advisory Committee. A similar process was conducted for colorectal 
cancer among females.  Additionally, for estimates for breast cancer, grouping stages 1 and 2 represent early-
stage disease and using an estimate 0.085 for late-stage disease derived from a calibration process yielded more 
reliable results for the validation procedure. 
11 NHS Digital did not estimate the stage-specific 1-year survival rates for pancreatic cancer, so this study relied 
on a calibration process to estimate the death rate of early-stage and late-stage pancreatic cancer that would 
generate an associated 5-year mortality rate similar to the one reported by the Canadian Cancer Society. 
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U.S. Preventive Services Task Force, 2016). Likewise, Cancer Care Ontario proposed a minimum 

screening rate of 70% for mammography for the benefits of screening, including cost-effectiveness 

and a reduction in associated mortality, to be achieved (Brouwers et al., 2011). Evidence, however, 

has revealed that actual screening rates are well below the recommended levels. Notwithstanding, 

proposing a screening rate of 75% provides a reasonable parameter within which cost-effectiveness 

can be achieved, and this is varied subsequently in the sensitivity analysis. 

Relatedly, the model assumes that 84% of those with a positive test result from screening would 

comply with follow-up testing to establish diagnosis. This estimate was adopted also by Telford et al. 

(2010) in a cost-effectiveness study of colorectal cancer screening in Canada. 

 

Sensitivity and specificity 

The diagnostic performance of screening and confirmatory tests, in terms of their sensitivity and 

specificity, was also sourced from available literature. Table 7 provides a list of the references for the 

sensitivity and specificity of each screening and diagnostic tool.  

At present, of the cancers of concern in this study, screening under organized screening programs is 

only available for breast and colorectal cancer, with digital mammography and fecal immunochemical 

test (FIT) as the respective screening tests. The sensitivity and specificity for screening digital 

mammography (76% and 96%, respectively) was derived from Song et al. (2019), which is a systematic 

review and meta-analysis consisting of 13 studies comparing digital and screen-film mammography 

(SFM) for breast cancer screening. The authors noted that digital mammography outperformed its 

SFM predecessor in screening women over the age of 50 years. Meanwhile, with respect to FIT, the 

estimates of sensitivity and specificity (85% and 94%, respectively) were obtained from the Telford et 

al. 2010 study, which estimated the cost-effectiveness of 10 colorectal screening strategies, including 

FIT, from a Canadian third-party payer perspective (Telford et al., 2010). 

The diagnostic performance of the proposed MCED screening tool was based on the results of the 

Cohen et al. (2018) study. This was a retrospective study designed to assess the diagnostic ability of 

the CancerSEEK test on 1,005 patients with eight specific types of previously diagnosed cancers: 

breast, colorectal, esophageal, liver, lungs, ovarian, pancreatic and stomach. The sensitivity and 

specificity of this test were 70% (median) and >99%, respectively. Further details concerning the 

CancerSEEK, including the sensitivity associated with detecting specific cancers were discussed in an 

earlier section. 
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Following a positive result from an initial cancer screening or physician referral based on the 

presentation of particular symptoms, patients are directed to establish a diagnosis from a battery of 

follow-up tests. The most common tests used to diagnose the cancers of concern in this study are 

presented in Table 8 below. Using the Canadian Cancer Society and the American Cancer Society as 

references, these tests were identified as the most likely procedures patients may undergo in the 

clinical path following a positive result from screening, although additional tests may be conducted 

depending on specific circumstances.  

 

Table 8  Common baseline diagnosis test for selected types of cancers 

Cancer Type Baseline Diagnostic Procedures 

Breast • Diagnostic Mammography 

• Core needle biopsy (CNB) 
 

Colorectal • Diagnostic Colonoscopy 

• Endoscopic biopsy (removes polyps and small tissue), or 

• Core biopsy to sample tumors 
 

Esophageal • Upper GI series (Barium swallow test) 

• Upper GI Endoscopy + Endoscopic Ultrasound 

• Endoscopic biopsy 
 

Liver • Ultrasound (first step) 

• CT scan. No need for biopsy if cancer is found from the scan. 

• If result from scan is inclusive, core needle biopsy is used. 
 

Lung • CT scan + CT guided needle biopsy (Fine Needle Aspiration) 
 

Ovarian • Trans-vaginal ultrasound 

• Biopsy is done after tumor is removed during laparotomy – large incision to 
access the abdomen. 

 

Pancreatic • CT scan: Multiphase CT scan or Pancreatic Protocol CT scan 

• Endoscopic Ultrasound (new) to guide needle biopsy (FNA) 
 

Stomach • Upper GI endoscopy (esophagogastroduodenoscopy/gastroscopy) + 
endoscopic biopsy 

• Endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) -done during an Upper GI endoscopy + EUS-
guided needle biopsy 

Source: Canadian Cancer Society and American Cancer Society  

 

The literature was then consulted to obtain sensitivity and specificity of the diagnostic tests identified 

above in Table 8. Generally, data on the sensitivity and specificity of each diagnostic work-up were 

taken from retrospective studies, systematic reviews, randomised controlled trials and other 

databases. For example, sensitivity and specificity of CT-guided core-needle biopsy used to diagnose 
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lung cancer was derived from the Baratella et al study, which is a retrospective study that assessed 

350 thoracic biopsies (Baratella et al., 2022). Likewise, Bloomfeld et al. provided data on the diagnostic 

accuracy of upper endoscopy to detect esophageal cancer in over 100 patients who were previously 

diagnosed (Bloomfeld et al., 2005). 

Meanwhile, values of sensitivity and specificity for diagnostic work-up were obtained from research 

reviews of cancers of the stomach, pancreas and liver. Specifically, a systematic & meta-analysis for 

early gastric cancer diagnosis was used as the main data source to account for the diagnostic accuracy 

of endoscopy in diagnosing stomach cancer. This study demonstrated that diagnoses are more 

accurate when artificial intelligence (AI) technology is used alongside endoscopic procedures (Jiang et 

al., 2021). Meanwhile, the systematic review by Nadarevic et al. was the main source for data on the 

diagnostic accuracy of CT scans for diagnosing adult liver cancer, especially among those with chronic 

liver disease (Nadarevic et al., 2021). While for pancreatic cancer, a review of diagnostic management 

practices for patients authored by Dabizzi et al. proved to be informative (Dabizzi et al., 2011).  

In the case of ovarian cancer, results from the randomised controlled trial, United Kingdom 

Collaborative Trial of Ovarian Cancer Screening (UKCTOCS), proved useful in estimating the sensitivity 

and specificity of multimodal and ultrasound screening for ovarian cancer. The main goal of this trial 

was to evaluate the impact of screening regimens on related mortality (Menon et al., 2017). 

For breast cancers, estimates were collected from the Breast Cancer Surveillance Consortium – which 

is a network of breast cancer registries tasked with the responsibility to improve breast cancer 

screening and associated health outcomes throughout the United States (Breast Cancer Surveillance 

Consortium, n.d.). Meanwhile, in the case of colorectal cancer, estimates were derived from the 

Telford et al. 2010 study, which was described earlier. 

 

Cost 

Given the Ontario provincial Ministry of Health perspective, only direct medical costs were 

incorporated into the analysis. Estimates of these costs were drawn from the available literature and 

expressed in 2022 Canadian dollars using the health and personal care consumer price index for 

Canada published by Statistics Canada. Any costs recorded in US-dollars were converted to Canadian 

dollars using an appropriate exchanges rate (purchasing power parity).  

Components of costs considered in this present study were those associated with screening, diagnosis 

and treatment, as well as the cost included in facility and professional fees and care at different stages 
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of diseases. Specifically, clinical costs were derived from the de Oliveira et al. 2016 and 2013 studies. 

These are phase-based, descriptive costing studies that estimated the mean net direct medical costs 

throughout the pre- and post-diagnosis phases of cancer care for patients 18 years and older for 21 

common types of cancers in Ontario between 1997 and 2007 from a provincial government 

perspective. These authors defined the pre-diagnosis phase as the 3-month period where tests are 

conducted to determine cancer diagnosis. The post-diagnosis phase, meanwhile, was subdivided into 

three categories by de Oliveira et al. (2016), namely: 1) the initial phases, which accounts for the first 

6 months of care from the date of diagnosis where frontline therapy and adjuvant therapy are 

administer; 2) continuing phase, which captures annual surveillance and any treatment for recurring 

cancer or new primary cancers; and 3) the terminal phase which represents the care services offered 

during the 12 months preceding a cancer-related death (de Oliveira et al., 2016).  In adopting a similar 

approach to describe the clinical path of cancer, this current study assumes the following clinical 

phases: a diagnosis phase, initial treatment, surveillance and a terminal phase. It is assumed that 

expenses incurred in the diagnosis phase include all the costs associated with the diagnostic 

procedures presented in Table 8. Overall, it is believed that the value of this phase-based approach to 

costing lies in its ability, in part, to account for the natural history of the different types of cancer, 

reflect the various phases of treatment, and facilitate the estimation of cost over time (de Oliveira et 

al., 2016). 

Meanwhile, the de Oliveira et al. (2013) study estimated medical costs associated with “pre- and post-

diagnosis periods for patients who died within 1 year after diagnosis and patients who survived 

beyond 1 year after diagnosis” (de Oliveira et al, 2013). This study defined the pre-diagnosis phase as 

the 3-month period before an official diagnosis is determined. The cost associated with this pre-

diagnosis period for patients who died within 1 year was used to estimate the medical cost incurred 

by those who have either early or late-stage preclinical cancer in the current study who also died 

without receiving an official diagnosis but may have sought clinical intervention. 

It is assumed (following Cohen et al. (2018) that the cost of the MCED-CancerSEEK test kit will be 

US$500. This was later adjusted using an appropriate inflation rate and exchange rate. 

 

Utilities 

Utility was measured using quality-adjusted life years (QALYs). This measure ranges from zero which 

represents death, to one, which represents perfect health or at least asymptomatic patients or 

patients without cancer (S. C. Shah et al., 2020). In the case of cancer, health utility is linked to the 
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stage of disease, disease progression and the site of the tumor, where more ill-health is experienced 

during late-stage disease (Pourrahmat et al., 2021). Additional morbidity may arise with intensive 

immunotherapy treatment options where patient health may at least be temporarily compromised. 

Generally, utility values for each Markov health state were obtained from the literature (sources are 

cited in Table 8). Also based on the literature, decrements or disutilities were assigned to cases of 

cancer relapse. 

Utility values for four of the eight cancers of concern were sourced from Pourrahmat et al., 2021 - a 

systematic literature review which summarized reported stage-specific health state utility values 

(HSUV) for selected cancers, including breast, colorectal esophageal and lung. Pourrahmat et al 

provided a mean range of HSUVs for each disease stage (specifically stages 1 to 4) for the respective 

cancers. In adopting these health utility values into the current study, the average of the upper-limit 

health utility values for stages 1 and 2 was calculated to represent health utility of early-stage disease, 

while the average of the lower-limit health values for stages 3 and 4 was calculated to reflect health 

utility of late-stage disease. The formulae below illustrate further how these estimates were derived. 

 

𝐻𝑆𝑈𝑉𝑖𝐸 = (𝐻𝑆𝑈𝑉𝑖1 +  𝐻𝑆𝑈𝑉𝑖2)/2 

𝐻𝑆𝑈𝑉𝑖𝐿 = (𝐻𝑆𝑈𝑉𝑖3 +  𝐻𝑆𝑈𝑉𝑖4)/2 

𝐻𝑆𝑈𝑉 = health state utility value 

𝑖 = type of cancer, where i = 1, 2, 3…8. 1 = breast cancer, 2 = colorectal cancer, 3 = esophageal cancer, 

4 = liver cancer, 5 = lung cancer, 6 = ovarian cancer, 7 = pancreatic cancer, and 8 = stomach cancer 

𝐸 = early-stage cancer which combines stages 1 and 2 disease states 

𝐿 = late-stage cancer which combines stages 3 and 4 disease states 

 

For ovarian cancer, health utilities were taken from the Havrilesky et al 2009 study. This study 

estimated the quality of life-related utilities along the clinical path of ovarian cancer screening, 

diagnosis and treatment in a case-control setting by interviewing participants about their utility 

preference with respect ovarian cancer using two methods of valuing health states: the visual analog 

score method and time trade-off method (Havrilesky et al., 2009). Estimates from the former method 

were used in this current study as they were more intuitive and easier to incorporate in the proposed 

state-transition model in this study since health was measured on a scale 0 to 100, where 100 

represents perfect health and 0 represents death.  The specific indicators selected from Havrilesky et 
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al. to represent utilities at early and late-stage disease were early ovarian cancer- newly diagnosed, 

and advanced ovarian cancer – newly diagnosed.  

In the case of stomach cancer, estimates of utilities were obtained from Lee et al. (2018). The objective 

of this study was to calculate stage and treatment-specific utility weights for gastric cancer-related 

health states using the standard gamble (SG) method from a general population perspective (Lee et 

al., 2018). Particularly, utilities were selected from two key health states: (1) early gastric cancer [EGC] 

with endoscopic surgery to represent early-stage utility, and (2) metastatic gastric cancer with 

palliative chemotherapy to represent late-stage utility. 

Utility values for liver and pancreatic cancer were not readily available, so the average utility for the 

six other types of cancers under study for which utility values were available were estimated and used 

to represent the utility associated with both liver and pancreatic cancer both at early and late-stage 

disease. These values were 0.772 and 0.404 for early-stage and late-stage disease, respectively. 

 

Outcomes and Data Analysis 

The primary outcomes of the analysis include cost, QALYs and the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio 

(ICER) comparing Strategy 2 and Strategy 1. All costs and utilities were discounted at an annual rate 

of 1.5% as recommended by the Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies in Health (CADTH), with 

a half-cycling correction (CADTH, 2017).  

ICER was calculated as the quotient of the difference in cost to the difference in QALYs associated with 

screening Strategy 2 compared to screening Strategy 1/standard of care. ICER measures the additional 

cost for each extra unit of QALY gained from Strategy 2 and is expressed as the cost per QALY. It is 

calculated for men and women separately, and then combined using a simple average to derive an 

overall ICER for both sexes. See formulae below. 

 

𝐼𝐶𝐸𝑅𝑗  =  
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑦 2  −  𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑦 1

𝑄𝐴𝐿𝑌𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑦 2 −  𝑄𝐴𝐿𝑌𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑦 1
 

 
𝑗 = sex where j = 0 for males and 1 for females 

 

𝐼𝐶𝐸𝑅𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = (𝐼𝐶𝐸𝑅0 + 𝐼𝐶𝐸𝑅1)/2 

𝐼𝐶𝐸𝑅𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = average ICER for males and females combined 
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Using the estimates of each input parameter, base-case ICERs were calculated for men and women 

separately, and then an overall ICER was estimated using a simple average of the sex-specific ICERs. 

Overall cost-effectiveness was evaluated by comparing the results against a commonly used 

willingness to pay threshold of $100,000 per QALY. This threshold has been recommended by the 

Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies in Health (CADTH), which has provided a template of 

best practices for conducting cost-effectiveness analyses on health interventions in Canada (CADTH, 

2017). Comparator studies - Lipscomb et al. and Tafazzoli et al. (discussed earlier) - have also used the 

same threshold level in evaluating the cost-effectiveness of MCED screening under various conditions 

(Lipscomb et al., 2022; Tafazzoli et al., 2022). 

 

The potential value-based price (VBP) of the MCED test was also calculated. This is an estimate of the 

maximum price at which the test may be set to ensure that its intervention is cost-effective at a 

willingness to pay of $100,000 per QALY. 

To complement these findings, other outcomes including the number of early cancers detected and 

the number of cancer-related deaths avoided were also estimated.  

 

Validation method 

Validation of the proposed model in the study was conducted by comparing the estimated 5-year 

cancer-related mortality rate of the model under Strategy 1, which represents standard of care under 

current screening participation rates, with that published by the Canadian Cancer Statistic Advisory 

Committee in its special report, Canadian Cancer Statistics 2021 (Canadian Cancer Statistics Advisory 

Committee in collaboration with the Canadian Cancer Society, 2021). For this comparison, a maximum 

difference of 20% between the estimated mortality rate and the published mortality rate was assumed 

to be acceptable. 

 

Sensitivity Analysis 

To assess the uncertainty of parameter estimates, two main sensitivity analyses were conducted, 

namely, one-way/univariate sensitivity analysis and probabilistic sensitivity analysis. For the one-way 

sensitivity analysis, key parameter estimates were varied independently (within a +/-25% range or 

95% confidence interval where such information were available), while holding other variables fixed 
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to test the robustness of base-case results and to identify the most influential variables to the model. 

The associated tornado diagrams were interrogated to inform this analysis.  

To further test the robustness of the model, probabilistic sensitivity analysis was employed where all 

model parameters were allowed to vary simultaneously. Assessing the associated cost-effectiveness 

acceptability frontier allowed for assessing the likelihood of MCED screening being cost-effective, 

given the willingness to pay threshold. To conduct this analysis, input variables were converted to 

probability distributions and their respective means and standard deviations estimated, in order to re-

evaluate ICER using Monte-Carlo simulation with 10,000 iterations. Specifically, clinical probabilities 

and utilities were transformed to beta distributions, while cost variables were converted to gamma 

distributions. All other variables were converted to normal distributions. 
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Results 

Validation results 

The 5-year cancer mortality rate estimated by the model was compared with that published by the 

Canadian Cancer Statistic Advisory Committee in its special report, Canadian Cancer Statistics 2021. 

This comparison is presented in Tables 9 and 10 below. Generally, there is a marginal difference 

between the mortality rates estimated by the model for both males and females and those reported 

by the Canadian Cancer Society. Moreover, for each type of cancer, this difference is below the 

accepted level of 20%. The measured difference in the estimates from the model and that reported 

by the Canadian Cancer Society can be accounted for by the fact that epidemiology data were 

collected from two different countries - the US and the UK – and so country specific characteristics 

not typical of the Canadian experience may be embedded in the data.  

 

Table 9  Five-year cancer mortality rate, male 

  

Model Estimate 

(Strategy 1) Canadian Cancer Society  Difference (%) 

Colorectal 0.4004 0.34 17.8 

Esophageal 0.788 0.84 -6.19 

Liver 0.7025 0.78 -9.94 

Lung 0.71 0.81 -12.35 

Pancreatic 0.8805 0.9 -2.17 

Stomach 0.6435 0.73 -11.85 
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Table 10  Five-year cancer mortality rate, female 

 Cancer 

Model Estimate 

(Strategy 1) Canadian Cancer Society  Difference (%) 

Breast 0.1145 0.11 4.090909 

Colorectal 0.2905 0.33 -11.9697 

Esophageal 0.7915 0.83 -4.63855 

Liver 0.7235 0.78 -7.24359 

Lung 0.673 0.74 -9.05405 

Ovarian 0.484 0.56 -13.58 

Pancreatic 0.881 0.91 -3.18681 

Stomach 0.657 0.68 -3.38235 

 

 

Clinical outcome projections 

In the case of clinical outcome projections, it was also estimated that Strategy 2, which includes MCED 

screening for the selected cancers, resulted in an average of 76.5% more cancers being diagnosed at 

an earlier stage of disease (135% for males and 18% for females). It should be noted that although the 

early-stage incidence of cancer among males doubles as more cancers are detected at an earlier stage, 

the rate remained relatively low increasing from 0.0032 per 100,000 to 0.00751 per 100,000. Similarly, 

among females, the incidence rate for early-stage cancer increased from 0.02565 per 100,000 to 

0.02842 per 100,000 as the rate of early detection increased. These estimates indicate that in 

independent cohorts of 100,000 persons, approximately 431 and 277 additional cases of cancers can 

be detected at the early stage of disease under the MCED screening strategy among males and 

females, respectively, resulting in a total of 708 additional cases of diagnosed cancer across both 

groups. It can be reasoned that fewer additional cancers were detected in the female group because 

organized screening for breast cancer is already available. 

Also, under Strategy 2, 51% more cancers are diagnosed at a later stage on average (41% for males 

and 61% for females). This result suggests that cohort members with preclinical late-stage cancer are 

more likely to be detected through MCED screening rather than through symptom detection. 

In the case of mortality, 11.5% less cancer-related deaths are expected (10% less for males and 13% 

less for females). At the same time, an average of 45% less preclinical cancer deaths (i.e., deaths that 

occur before an official cancer diagnosis) are expected when MCED screening is included as part of 

the standard cancer screening regimen for the selected cancers.  
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Table 11  Changes in selected outcome indicators resulting from MCED screening (%) 

Strategy 2 vs Strategy 1 Male Female Average 

Early diagnosis cases 135 18 76.5 

Late diagnosis cases 41 61 51 

Cancer deaths -10 -13 -11.5 

Preclinical deaths -45 -45 -45 

 

 

Base case analysis 

From the base case analysis, the average cost of including annual MCED screening with current 

screening regimens for colorectal and breast cancer was estimated to be approximately $3,709 CAD 

($2,287 for males and $5,130 for females), while the average cost of the standard of care screening 

strategy was estimated to be $2,195 CAD ($575 for males and $3,814 for females). Likewise, the 

average QALY for the intervention strategy was estimated at 19.385 (19.11 for males and 19.66 for 

females). Meanwhile, the average QALY for the standard of care was approximately 19.375 (19.10 for 

males and 19.65 for females).  

The higher cost and higher QALY associated with the intervention strategy for the female cohort can 

be credited to the fact that MCED screening for this group interrogates all eight cancers for which the 

test can potentially detect, compared to the male cohort where only 6 of the 8 selected cancers are 

screened. The higher cost in this case would be driven by expenditure on care services once a cancer 

diagnosis has been established. 

Overall, in comparison to standard of care screening, including MCED screening with current screening 

regimens for colorectal and breast cancer is not cost-effective with ICER: $143,369 CAD per QALY 

(ICER: $144,012 per QALY for males and ICER: $142,726 per QALY for females) given a willingness to 

pay threshold of $100,000 per QALY.  

 

Table 12 ICER calculation for male model  

Strategy Cost Incr Cost Eff Incr Eff ICER 

 
SOC 

                   
575  

                  
19.101 

      

MCED + SOC for breast & 
colorectal cancer 

                
2,287  

                
1,712  

               
19.113  

                    
0.012  

             
144,012  
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Table 13 ICER calculation for female model  

Strategy Cost Incr Cost Eff Incr Eff ICER 

 
SOC 

               
3,814  

                  
19.650  

      

MCED + SOC for breast & 
colorectal cancer 

               
5,130  

               
1,317  

               
19.659 

                    
0.009 

           
142,726  

 

  

Given the base-case input values, the estimated maximum average price at which the MCED test can 

be set to achieve a willingness to pay threshold of $100,000 per QALY was estimated to be $451 

($443 from the male model and $459 from the female model). 

Regarding the sensitivity analysis, similar variables were the most sensitive in both the male and 

female models. Specifically, the one-way sensitivity analysis, as illustrated in the tornado diagrams 

below, revealed that the cost of screening, and the specificity of FIT and MCED are the most sensitive 

variables in both the male and female models. Higher screening costs are associated with a worsening 

ICER, but this improves as these costs reduce. Meanwhile, ICER is more favorable with higher levels of 

specificity for FIT and MCED but deteriorates as these levels fall. Other variables that impact both the 

male and female models to a lesser extent than the aforementioned include the probability of dying 

from early-stage colorectal cancer, screening frequency, utility associated with the surveillance of 

early-stage colorectal cancer, the cost of the MCED test, utility associated with early-stage colorectal 

cancer, the sensitivity of FIT, the sensitivity of the diagnostic test for colorectal cancer, screening 

participations, the likelihood of those with a positive screening engaging in diagnostic work-up, the 

utility associated with preclinical early-stage lung cancer and the sensitivity of the MCED test to 

identifying lung cancer. All other variables were less sensitive in both the male and female models.  

Use the variable descriptors in Table 14 to review Figures 4 and 5. 
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Table 14 Variables and their descriptors 

Variable Description  

c_screening Cost of the MCED test plus FIT  

c_screening_MCED Cost of MCED test only 

p_deathCRC_ES Probability that a cohort member dies from early-stage colorectal 

cancer 

p_diagnostictest Probability that a cohort member with a positive screen result pursues 

diagnostic follow-up 

p_screening Probability that a cohort member participates in a screening program 

p_sensitivityDT_CRC Sensitivity associated with a colonoscopy 

p_sensitivity_FIT Sensitivity of FIT 

p_sensitivity_MCED_Lung Sensitivity of the MCED test in detecting lung cancer 

p_specificity_FIT Specificity of FIT 

p_specificity_MCED Specificity of the MCED test 

screenfreq Screening interval 

u_ESC Utility associated with early-stage colorectal cancer 

u_PcESC Utility associated with preclinical early-stage colorectal cancer 

u_ESC_Lung Utility associated with preclinical early-stage lung cancer 

u_SurveilES Utility associated with those under surveillance having been diagnosed 

with early-stage colorectal cancer 
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Figure 4 Tornado diagram: strategy 2 vs strategy 1, females 

 

 

 

Figure 5 Tornado diagram: strategy 2 vs strategy 1, males 
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For females, the probabilistic sensitivity analysis using Monte Carlo simulation for 10,000 iterations 

revealed that standard of care is preferred 98.28% of the times at a willingness to pay threshold of 

$100,000 per QALY compared to the intervention strategy (which involves MCED screening). However, 

at a willingness to pay threshold of $150,000 per QALY or higher, the intervention strategy is preferred 

to only standard of care at least 63% of the times. 

 

 

Figure 6 Cost-effectiveness acceptability curve: females 

 

Similarly, in the case of males, the probability sensitivity analysis revealed that at a willingness to pay 

threshold of $100,000 per QALY, standard of care is preferred to the intervention strategy 98.28% of 

the times. However, at a willingness to pay threshold of $150,000 per QALY, the intervention strategy 

is preferred to standard of care at least 63.2% of the times. 
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Figure 7 Cost-effectiveness acceptability curve: males 
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Discussion: Contributions and Limitations 

In building on the foundational work of Lipscomb et al. (2022), this study presented and executed a 

methodological approach that can be adopted to test the cost-effectiveness of an MCED tool. More 

specifically, an MCED screening regimen was superimposed onto a state-transition Markov model 

which represented the progression of malignant tumors in order to evaluate both incremental cost 

and incremental benefits of MCED screening so as to determine its overall cost-effectiveness 

compared to standard of care screening for selected types of cancers.  

Although independently developed, the model presented in this study is similar conceptually to the 

one created by Tafazzoli et al. (2022), in that they both provide a framework for investigating the cost-

effectiveness of MCED screening using economic evaluation techniques, i.e., Markov modelling. Both 

studies used an integrated state-transition Markov model and decision tree to capture cases of 

diagnosed cancers and estimate the associated clinical and economic outcomes of these diagnoses. 

Other noteworthy similarities include the proposed screening strategies and study perspectives. Both 

studies compared the clinical and economic outcomes associated with MCED screening coupled with 

standard of care screening for cancers like breast and colorectal, compared to only standard of care 

for selected types of cancers, where the latter may involve no screening where screening programs 

are unavailable. Tafazzoli et al. described this as “usual care only”. Meanwhile, the main differences 

between Tafazzoli et al. and this current study stem from the cohort population (US vs Ontario 

province), screening age (50-79 years vs 50-75 years), number of cancers potentially detected (19 vs 

8), study horizon (lifetime vs 25 years), discount rate (3% vs 1.5%), MCED screening compliance (90% 

vs 75%), and the natural history of disease (stages I to IV vs early to late-stage). Tafazzoli et al. also 

explicitly accounted for stage and time shift associated with early diagnosis with MCED as well as the 

consequences of overdiagnosis. Conversely, these features are not explicitly accounted for in this 

current study but are assumed to be reflected in transition probabilities and the sensitivity of cancer 

screening tests.  

Where the current model appears to be superior to its contemporary is in accounting for the pre-

clinical cases of cancer and how they may transition through the natural history ending in death if not 

detected through screening. Additionally, the model assumes a more realistic, yet conservative 

screening uptake based on trends in current screening participation in Canada. It also accounts for 

screening among men and women independently since both groups are affected by different subsets 

of cancers. This current study also conducted probabilistic sensitivity analysis, which is a more robust 

and highly recommended sensitivity test in executing cost-effectiveness analyses, whereas Tafazzoli 

et al. only used one-way sensitivity analysis in their study. 
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Overall, the preceding analysis revealed that MCED screening has the potential to diagnose additional 

cancers not typically screened, resulting in fewer related deaths compared to standard screening 

regimes. Similar results were also reported in Tafazzoli et al. (2022). In fact, in the case of the 

CancerSEEK test, even more types of cancers (those not investigated in this study) can potentially be 

detected according to its architects.  

The estimated ICER in this present study, however, revealed that MCED screening was not cost-

effective, exceeding the prescribed threshold level of $100,000 per QALY. The comparator study 

reported an even higher ICER (US$205,444 per QALY) when MCED screening focused solely on cancers 

not typically screened (Tafazzoli et al., 2022). Meanwhile, although the ICER estimated in the Lipscomb 

et al (2022) was more favorable ($22,494 per QALY), this study only accounted for one-time screening 

in a decision tree model with other limiting assumptions surrounding input variables. 

In spite of the unfavorable result with respect to the estimated ICER in this study, the recent discourse 

on threshold analysis has pointed towards considering higher threshold levels for life-threatening 

diseases like cancer to ensure that clinical interventions are more cost-effective, especially from a 

patient’s perspective where much needed health services can be provided (Safari et al., 2022). In a 

similar vein, the pan-Canadian Oncology Drug Review Process (pCODR) under the Canadian Agency 

for Technology Health (CADTH) has demonstrated its support for a higher threshold level with some 

studies proposing an upper threshold limit of CAD $140,000 per QALY (Binder et al., 2022; Y. Y. R. Li et 

al., 2020; Skedgel et al., 2018). Assuming that this upper limit is the new standard for assessing cost-

effectiveness, then the results generated in this study may be acceptable and provide justification for 

including MCED testing in the clinical path of care for the selected cancers in this study. 

While there is no consensus on an appropriate willingness to pay threshold for cancer interventions 

and whether a premium is justified, other indicators may prove useful. For example, WHO 

recommends a threshold level of at most 3-times a country’s GDP per capita as an alternative 

benchmark for assessing cost-effectiveness (Aguiar et al., 2019; K. K. Shah, 2017; WHO, 2003). 

Furthermore, complementary measures as found in a league table, which ranks interventions based 

on their cost-effectiveness, and in the budget impact analysis, which is an affordability measure that 

estimates the absolute short-term cost of an intervention to a patient, can be considered (Aguiar et 

al., 2019).  

According to the sensitivity analysis conducted in this present study, cost-effectiveness is most 

sensitive to screening costs and the specificity of screening tools.  This suggests that lower screening 

costs, particularly the cost of MCED, will result in a more favorable ICER. In fact, in this study, a 
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maximum average value-based price of CA$451 for the MCED test was estimated to ensure a 

willingness to pay threshold of $100,000 per QALY. This value is more consistent with the US$500 

originally estimated by Cohen et al. (2018) and is a more conservative value compared to the US$1,196 

estimated by Tafazzoli et al. (2022). Ultimately, these results are instructive for policy makers and 

manufacturers of MCED screening tests in implementing appropriate pricing strategies for these tests 

in different jurisdictions.  

Equally as important, high screening specificity suggests that fewer cases of false positive results 

would occur. This implies that screening will correctly identify those who do and those who do not 

have disease, thus limiting unnecessary patient anxiety, diagnostic odyssey, overdiagnosis, over 

treatment and the costs associated with these outcomes (Cohen et al., 2018; Etzioni et al., 2022, Kisiel 

et al., 2022; Lennon et al., 2020).  

Generally, the model developed in this study can be used by other researchers and policy makers in 

the future to evaluate cost-effectiveness of other MCED tools as compared to standard of care. As 

such, the model can be adapted to different numbers of additional cancers, and also, standard care 

and costs can be varied according to different jurisdictions. This is made possible given that the 

proposed model accounts for key variables such as the prevalence rates of each health state of the 

selected types of cancers, disease transition, diagnosis rates, treatment, screening participation rates, 

costs and health outcomes. It would also be possible, in subsequent analyses, to relax some of the 

assumptions which were made here to facilitate a less computationally complex analysis. 

However, it is with these assumptions in mind that caution should be taken in interpreting the results 

of the current study. Some notable assumptions in the analysis pertain to the methods adopted to 

estimate some key parameters like mortality rates, transition probabilities, utilities and the sensitivity 

levels used for each type and stage of cancer. Other assumptions to be mindful of include those used 

to represent cancer health states (i.e., early-stage and late-stage disease), setting a screening 

participation rate of 75% and a participation rate in follow-up testing of 84%, and assuming only one 

primary cancer can potentially occur for an individual cohort member in the state-transition model. 

The challenge with adopting a more streamlined state-transition Markov model to represent the 

natural history of the selected cancers, as done in this study, is that in reality, the progression of each 

type of cancer is invariably different, and even for a given type of cancer, disease progression may 

vary from patient to patient (Siravegna et al., 2017). Furthermore, there has been little consensus on 

the natural history of cancers that are not typically screened like those of the pancreas, ovary and 
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liver, since there are much less data on these cancers in early stages. Notwithstanding, it is argued 

that the natural history proposed in this study was reasonable given the research objectives.   

Assuming that only primary cancers are detected is yet another limitation of the study when in fact, a 

second primary cancer may also develop over time. However, this is an important assumption as it 

limits the model’s complexity. 

Although MCED compliance rates are unknown because these tools are not yet commercially 

available, it is expected that a greater number of persons would be more inclined to use these tests 

over the traditional single-organ screening tests because they are less invasive (Etzioni et al., 2022). 

The results of this current study were based on an assumed screening participation rate of 75%. This 

rate is proposed as it is viewed as a minimum requirement for the benefits of screening, including 

cost-effectiveness and lower mortality, to materialize (Brouwers et al., 2011; D’Andrea et al., 2019). 

However, it is acknowledged that actual participation rates in organized screening programs are less 

than optimal to achieve these benefits (Brouwers et al., 2011; US Preventive Services Task Force et al., 

2016b).  

Yet another caution to note is the fact that the results of this study are based on the sensitivity and 

specificity levels of an MCED test generated from a retrospective study - Cohen et al. 2018; and 

further, the average sensitivity levels rather than the stage-specific sensitivity levels were used for 

each type of cancer as this data were not readily available. As highlighted earlier, retrospective studies 

tend to overestimate the diagnostic performance of the MCED test because the study parameters are 

less representative of conditions in the real world. However, this study relied on the results of the 

Cohen et al. study because the sensitivity and specificity of the MCED test for the individual cancers 

were not available in the prospective study done by Lennon et al.  Future research on the CancerSEEK 

test would therefore benefit from a prospective, interventional case-control approach (as done in the 

Lennon et al. study) where a PET-CT scan will follow a positive screening result to locate the issue of 

origin. It is envisioned that this diagnostic work-up may increase diagnostic costs but would also have 

positive tradeoffs with respect to cost-effectiveness as the MCED test can potentially identify a larger 

subset of cancers. 

It should also be noted that the data employed in this study were collected from multiple country 

sources because they were not readily available for Canada. For instance, epidemiology data were 

sourced mainly from US and UK databases, namely SEER and the NHS for cancer incident rates and 

mortality rates, respectively. Meanwhile, cost-related data were derived from Canadian-based 
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studies.  It is acknowledged that incorporating data points from these disparate sources may account 

for any disparities between the results of the study and published Canadian data.  

Also, regarding the data on medical costs associated with cancer diagnosis and care, estimates were 

drawn from the de Oliveira et al. studies. These studies were based on data from 1997 to 2007 and 

would have accounted for the intervention tools at that time. It is acknowledged that since then, 

medical interventions along the clinical path of cancer care have improved and even become more 

costly; and so while this current study has updated the costs associated with medical interventions by 

accounting for medical inflation, it did not account for the change in cost associated with 

improvements in medical interventions.  

Not explicitly accounting for the dwell time of the stages of each type of cancer is another limitation 

of the current study. However, this position was taken to maintain a more simplified state-transition 

model where dwell time was assumed to be a component of the disease transition probabilities of 

each type of cancer considered in the study. Cancer dwell time refers to the period spent in each stage 

of disease before transitioning to the next stage. It can be used as a measure of the burden of disease 

and varies for each type of cancer. Cancers with long dwell times progress slowly while those with 

short dwell times are more aggressive with poor prognoses (Broder et al., 2021). Border further noted 

that cancers of the esophagus, lung, liver, and pancreas can be considered as fast progressing with an 

average dwell time (for the most part) of less than a year between the respective stages of diseases 

(Broder et al., 2021). Meanwhile, breast, colorectal, ovarian and stomach cancers progress more 

gradually with average dwell times of 3 and 2 years for stages I and II cancer, respectively (Broder et 

al., 2021). 

Notwithstanding these limitations, it is hoped that this study will motivate further research on the 

cost-effectiveness of MCED testing with particular focus on improving model structure and other 

important parameter assumptions. This may require more complex modeling techniques to account 

for the nuances in the natural history of specific types of cancers, the diagnostic abilities of specific 

screening tools and the care regimens for the different types of cancers.  

It is also worth mentioning that should MCED screening prove to be cost-effective, its role in the 

clinical flow of cancer care would be complementary at best. This means that MCED screening tools 

would unlikely replace existing single-organ screening tests that have more favourable levels of 

sensitivity and specificity, like FIT and mammography for colorectal and breast cancer, respectively. 

Instead, it is feasible to have MCED screening work alongside these conventional tests as a less 

invasive primary screening intervention that is likely to increase screening uptake among eligible 
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persons not currently participating in organized screening programs, and so detect additional cases of 

breast, colorectal and lung cancers, especially if MCED were undertaken annually and standard of care 

testing biennially (Ahlquist, 2018; Jiao et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2020). At the same time, for cancers for 

which screening tools are not yet available, MCED screening offers an opportunity to identify and treat 

more cases of early-stage cancer with a greater degree of success (Ahlquist, 2018).  
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Appendices 

 

Appendix A List of cancer detected by the DETECT-A test 

Appendix Lymphoma 

Breast Ovary 

Colorectal Thyroid 

Kidney Uterine 

Lung Carcinoma of unknown primary location 
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Appendix B List of cancer detected by the GRAIL-Galleri test 

Adrenal Cortical 
Carcinoma  
 

Colon and 
Rectum 
 

Melanoma of 
the Skin 
 

Ovary, Fallopian 
Tube and Primary 
Peritoneum 
 

Stomach 
 

Ampulla of Vater  
 

Esophagus and 
Esophagogastric 
Junction 
 

Merkel Cell 
Carcinoma 
 

Pancreas, 
exocrine 
 

Testis 
 

Anus 
 

Gallbladder 
 

Mesothelioma, 
Malignant Pleural 
 

Penis 
 

Ureter, Renal 
Pelvis 
 

Anus 
 

Gastrointestinal 
Stromal Tumor 

Nasal Cavity and 
Paranasal Sinuses 
 

Plasma Cell 
Myeloma and 
Plasma Cell 
Disorders 
 

Uterus, 
Carcinoma and 
Carcinosarcoma 
 

Appendix, 
Carcinoma 
 

Gestational 
Trophoblastic 
Neoplasms 
 

Nasopharynx 
 

Prostate 
 

Uterus, Sarcoma 
 

Bile Ducts, Distal 
 

Kidney Neuroendocrine 
Tumors of the 
Appendix 
 

Small Intestine 
 

Vagina 
 

Bile Ducts, 
Intrahepatic 
 

Larynx 
 

Neuroendocrine 
Tumors of the 
Colon and 
Rectum 
 

Soft Tissue 
Sarcoma of the 
Abdomen and 
Thoracic Visceral 
Organs 
 

Vulva 
 

Bladder, Urinary 
 

Leukemia 
 

Neuroendocrine 
Tumors of the 
Pancreas 
 

Soft Tissue 
Sarcoma of the 
Head and Neck 
 

 

Bone 
 

Liver 
 

Oral Cavity 
 

Soft Tissue 
Sarcoma of the 
Retroperitoneum 
 

 

Breast 
 

Lung 
 

Oropharynx 
(HPV-Mediated, 
p16+) 
 

Soft Tissue 
Sarcoma of the 
Trunk and 
Extremities 
 

 

Cervix 
 

Lymphoma 
(Hodgkin and 
Non-Hodgkin) 
 

Oropharynx (p16-
) and 
Hypopharynx 
 

Soft Tissue 
Sarcoma Unusual 
Histologies 
and Sites 
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Appendix C Colorectal arm of state transition model under MCED strategy 

I. 

 

 

 

II. 

 

III. 
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IV. 
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V.

 

 

VI. 
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Appendix D Input variables (baseline values and 95% CI or ±25%), female model 

Variables Baseline  Low High 

Mortality        

Preclinical late-stage cancer 1 0.75 1 

Breast: early-stage 0.005 0.00375 0.00625 

               late-stage 0.085 0.06375 0.10625 

Colorectal: early-stage 0.038 0.0285 0.0475 

                     late-stage 0.355 0.26625 0.44375 

Esophageal: early-stage 0.54 0.405 0.675 

                       late-stage 0.763 0.57225 0.95375 

Liver: early-stage 0.402 0.3015 0.5025 

            late-stage 0.804 0.603 1 

Lung: early-stage 0.251 0.18825 0.31375 

            late-stage 0.761 0.57075 0.95125 

Ovarian: early-stage 0.125 0.09375 0.15625 

                  late-stage 0.447 0.33525 0.55875 

Pancreatic: early-stage 0.58 0.435 0.725 

                   late-stage 0.915 0.68625 1 

Stomach: early-stage 0.239 0.17925 0.29875 

                    late-stage 0.775 0.58125 0.96875 

Transition Probabilities       

from Healthy to Preclinical early-
stage cancer1 

      

Breast 0.005055 0.004993 0.005118 

Colorectal 6.04E-04 5.83E-04 6.26E-04 

Esophageal 2.50E-05 2.10E-05 3.10E-05 

Liver 1.37E-04 1.27E-04 1.47E-04 

Lung 8.89E-04 8.64E-04 9.16E-04 

Ovarian 9.30E-05 8.40E-05 1.02E-04 

Pancreatic 1.04E-04 9.60E-05 1.14E-04 

Stomach 9.90E-05 9.10E-05 1.09E-04 

from Preclinical early-stage to 
Preclinical late-stage cancer1 

      

Breast 0.002062 0.002008 0.002115 

Colorectal 9.19E-04 8.80E-04 9.57E-04 

Esophageal 7.00E-05 6.00E-05 8.10E-05 

Liver 1.53E-04 1.38E-04 1.68E-04 

Lung 0.001849 0.001797 0.001903 

Ovarian 3.84E-04 3.61E-04 4.09E-04 

Pancreatic 5.17E-04 4.89E-04 5.47E-04 

Stomach 1.41E-04 1.26E-04 1.57E-04 

Prevalence  
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Preclinical early-stage       

Breast 0.108777 0.081583 0.135971 

Colorectal 0.005305 0.003979 0.006631 

Esophageal 0.000165 0.000124 0.000207 

Liver 0.000391 0.000293 0.000489 

Lung 0.002613 0.001959 0.003266 

Ovarian 0.001051 0.000788 0.001314 

Pancreatic 0.00017 0.000128 0.000213 

Stomach 0.000627 0.00047 0.000784 

Preclinical late stage cancer       

Breast 0.006943 0.005207 0.008679 

Colorectal 0.015915 0.011936 0.019894 

Esophageal 0.000205 0.000153 0.000256 

Liver 0.000519 0.000389 0.000648 

Lung 0.007838 0.005878 0.009797 

Ovarian 0.005519 0.004139 0.006899 

Pancreatic 0.00114 0.000855 0.001425 

Stomach 0.001023 0.000767 0.001279 

Cancer recurrence  

Early-stage       

Breast 0.09 0.0675 0.1125 

Colorectal 0.05 0.0375 0.0625 

Esophageal 0.18 0.135 0.225 

Liver 0.12 0.09 0.15 

Lung 0.3 0.225 0.375 

Ovarian 0.2 0.15 0.25 

Pancreatic 0.38 0.285 0.475 

Stomach 0.426 0.3195 0.5325 

Late-stage       

Breast 0.92 0.69 1 

Colorectal 0.35 0.2625 0.4375 

Esophageal 0.48 0.36 0.6 

Liver 0.65 0.4875 0.8125 

Lung 0.7 0.525 0.875 

Ovarian 0.825 0.61875 1 

Pancreatic 0.46 0.345 0.575 

Stomach 0.338 0.2535 0.4225 

Cost1   

Diagnostic work-up       

Breast 666.73 121 1,214 

Colorectal 1266.3 912 1,618 

Esophageal 287 -283 858 

Liver 3761 3,173 4,350 

Lung 2661 1,214 3,179 
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Ovarian 1937 1,502 2,373 

Pancreatic 2231 1,667 2,795 

Stomach 885 278 1,494 

Initial care       

Breast 32195 32,179 32,210 

Colorectal 15885 15,876 15,891 

Esophageal 55455 55,423 55,489 

Liver 25130 25,028 25,234 

Lung 28058 28,042 28,075 

Ovarian 29292 29,273 29,310 

Pancreatic 41539 41,501 41,575 

Stomach 38922 38,899 38,945 

Surveillance       

Breast 6954 6,946 6,962 

Colorectal 8763 8,759 8,767 

Esophageal 8767 8,714 8,821 

Liver 10093 10,019 10,167 

Lung 8126 8,116 8,138 

Ovarian 5330 5,316 5,343 

Pancreatic 11354 11,313 11,397 

Stomach 3458 3,424 3,491 

Terminal care       

Breast 40456 40,447 40,465 

Colorectal 24171 24,163 24,177 

Esophageal 67246 67,209 67,284 

Liver 36205 36,157 36,254 

Lung 46363 46,354 46,372 

Ovarian 45071 45,054 45,089 

Pancreatic 69316 69,294 69,338 

Stomach 68316 68,293 68,341 
1 95% confidence intervals are provided for these input values. All other intervals are ±25%. 
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Appendix E Input variables (baseline values and 95% CI or ±25%), male model 

Variables Baseline Low High 

Mortality       

Preclinical late-stage cancer 1 0.75 1 

Colorectal: early-stage 0.058 0.0435 0.0725 

                      late-stage 0.542 0.4065 0.6775 

Esophageal: early-stage 0.54 0.405 0.675 

                         late-stage 0.751 0.56325 0.93875 

Liver: early-stage 0.359 0.26925 0.44875 

            late-stage 0.816 0.612 1 

Lung: early-stage 0.296 0.222 0.37 

            late-stage 0.814 0.6105 1 

Pancreatic: early-stage 0.58 0.435 0.725 

                      late-stage 0.915 0.68625 1 

Stomach: early-stage 0.226 0.1695 0.2825 

                   late-stage 0.763 0.57225 0.95375 

Transition Probabilities       

from Healthy to Preclinical early-
stage cancer1 

      

Colorectal 8.52E-04 8.25E-04 8.79E-04 

Esophageal 9.40E-05 8.50E-05 1.03E-04 

Liver 3.94E-04 3.76E-04 4.12E-04 

Lung 8.33E-04 8.07E-04 8.60E-04 

Pancreatic 1.31E-04 1.21E-04 1.42E-04 

Stomach 1.50E-04 1.38E-04 1.62E-04 

from Preclinical early-stage to 
Preclinical late-stage cancer1 

      

Colorectal 0.001321 0.001274 0.00137 

Esophageal 3.32E-04 3.10E-04 3.56E-04 

Liver 4.63E-04 4.37E-04 4.93E-04 

Lung 0.002347 0.002285 0.002409 

Pancreatic 6.92E-04 6.59E-04 7.32E-04 

Stomach 3.14E-04 2.91E-04 3.38E-04 

Prevalence       

Preclinical early-stage       

Colorectal 0.006428 0.004821 0.008034 

Esophageal 0.000653 0.00049 0.000816 

Liver 0.001084 0.000813 0.001355 

Lung 0.002503 0.001877 0.003128 

Pancreatic 0.000217 0.000163 0.000271 

Stomach 0.000992 0.000744 0.00124 
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Preclinical late stage cancer       

Colorectal 0.019283 0.014462 0.024103 

Esophageal 0.000807 0.000605 0.001009 

Liver 0.001436 0.001077 0.001796 

Lung 0.007508 0.005631 0.009384 

Pancreatic 0.001453 0.00109 0.001816 

Stomach 0.001618 0.001214 0.002023 

Cancer recurrence       

Early-stage       

Colorectal 0.05 0.0375 0.0625 

Esophageal 0.18 0.135 0.225 

Liver 0.12 0.09 0.15 

Lung 0.3 0.225 0.375 

Pancreatic 0.38 0.285 0.475 

Stomach 0.426 0.3195 0.5325 

Late-stage       

Colorectal 0.35 0.2625 0.4375 

Esophageal 0.48 0.36 0.6 

Liver 0.65 0.4875 0.8125 

Lung 0.7 0.525 0.875 

Pancreatic 0.46 0.345 0.575 

Stomach 0.338 0.2535 0.4225 

Cost1       

Diagnostics       

Colorectal 319.73 - 93            808  

Esophageal 1063 592         1,544  

Liver 4,395 3,778         5,012  

Lung 2383 1,895         2,872  

Pancreatic 2,460 1,908         3,010  

Stomach 1,102 625         1,580  

Initial care       

Colorectal 32,679 32,670      32,690  

Esophageal 54,037 54,001      54,075  

Liver 27,762 27,723      27,799  

Lung 29,132 29,123      29,142  

Pancreatic 38,973 38,935      39,010  

Stomach 41,912 41,864      41,961  

Surveillance       

Colorectal 7,080 7,075         7,086  

Esophageal 7,138 7,116         7,162  

Liver 15,540 15,518      15,562  

Lung 7,193 7,184         7,201  

Pancreatic 8,185 8,154         8,215  
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Stomach 4,328 4,310         4,345  

Terminal care       

Colorectal 42,130 42,121      42,140  

Esophageal 70,660 70,637      70,682  

Liver 39,345 39,315      39,376  

Lung 51,013 51,007      51,021  

Pancreatic 70,398 70,379      70,417  

Stomach 69,820 69,804      69,839  
1 95% confidence intervals are provided for these input values. All other intervals are ±25%. 
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Appendix F Input variables (baseline values and 95% CI or ±25%), both male and female models 

Diagnostic Performance        

Sensitivity:  Baseline Low High 

Fecal Immunochemical Test1 0.85 0.6375 1 

Screening Mammography 0.76 0.7 0.81 

MCED test:       

Esophageal 0.688 0.52 0.79 

Liver 0.977 0.88 1 

Lung 0.587 0.4 0.68 

Ovarian 0.981 0.9 1 

Pancreatic 0.72 0.62 0.78 

Stomach 0.72 0.6 0.82 

Diagnostic tests:       

Diagnostic Mammography1 0.878 0.6585 1 

Colonoscopy1 0.93 0.6975 1 

Esophageal 0.909 0.839 0.956 

Liver 0.775 0.709 0.829 

Lung 0.9007 0.8605 0.9325 

Ovarian 0.894 0.769 0.965 

Pancreatic 0.95 0.932 0.955 

Stomach 0.86 0.77 0.92 

Specificity:       

Fecal Immunochemical Test1 0.94 0.705 1 

Screening Mammography 0.96 0.94 0.97 

MCED test 0.9914 0.74355 1 

Diagnostic tests:       

Diagnostic Mammography 0.905 0.67875 1 

Colonoscopy1 1 0.75 1 

Esophageal 1 0.75 1 

Liver 0.913 0.865 0.945 

Lung 1 0.9384 1 

Ovarian 0.998 0.998 1 

Pancreatic 0.92 0.866 0.957 

Stomach 0.93 0.89 0.96 

Utility1       

Early-stage       

Breast 0.745 0.55875 0.93125 

Colorectal 0.845 0.63375 1 

Esophageal 0.815 0.61125 1 

Liver 0.772 0.579 0.965 

Lung 0.835 0.62625 1 
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Ovarian 0.62 0.465 0.775 

Pancreatic 0.772 0.579 0.965 

Stomach 0.773 0.57975 0.96625 

Late-stage       

Breast 0.3 0.225 0.375 

Colorectal 0.4 0.3 0.5 

Esophageal 0.405 0.30375 0.50625 

Liver 0.404 0.303 0.505 

Lung 0.465 0.34875 0.58125 

Ovarian 0.45 0.3375 0.5625 

Pancreatic 0.404 0.303 0.505 

Stomach 0.404 0.303 0.505 

Surveillance       

Early-stage 0.8 0.6 1 

Late-stage 0.5 0.375 0.625 

        

Healthy 1 0.75 1 

Utility decrement -0.1 -0.075 -0.125 

Cost 

Screening        

Fecal Immunochemical test 38.27 29 48 

Mammography 314.7 236 393 

MCED test 874 656 1,093 

FIT + MCED 912.27 684 1,140 

Death associated with undiagnosed 
cancer 

      

Breast 3338.4 3,084 3,595 

Colorectal 3,711.5 3,556 3,868 

Esophageal 2,844.4 2,652 3,037 

Liver 4,945.2 4,570 5,322 

Lung 3,822 3,712 3,933 

Ovarian 3,816.8 3,479 4,156 

Pancreatic 4,208.1 4,060 4,356 

Stomach 3,515.2 3,341 3,691 

Uptake1 

Diagnostic participation 0.84 0.63 1.0 

Screening participation rate 0.75 0.5625 0.9375 
1 ±25% intervals are provided for these input values. All other intervals are 95% confidence intervals.  
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Appendix G Cost-effectiveness graph for male model 
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Appendix H Cost-effectiveness graph for female model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


